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This paper describes the consonant inventory and syllable structure in Angaité, a
member of the Enlhet-Enenlhet family. Angaité utilizes 14 consonants which are described
in this paper: five voiceless stops, three nasals, three fricatives, and three approximants. Two
possible analyses of syllable structure are discussed, each of which results in slightly different
restrictions on the distribution of glides within syllables as well as the relative frequency of
different syllable structures. This paper also briefly sketches what is known of the vowel
system in Angaité and how it relates to other suprasegmental features. Finally, this paper
situates Angaité in the context of the language family and the broader Chaco region in which
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This paper describes the consonant inventory of Angaité (Enlhet-Enenlhet family,
formerly Maskoy) and restrictions on consonant distribution within syllables and words.
Angaité is highly endangered, with between 500 and 1,000 remaining speakers in the older
generations (perhaps 60-80 years old) out of an ethnic population of around 4,000 (Fabre
2018; Gobierno Nacional 2012; Hammarström et al. 2019). The combined forces of Anglican
missionaries and economic pressure toward non-indigenous employers have resulted in a
community-wide shift to Paraguayan Guaraní, one of Paraguay’s two official languages. The
number of speakers is likely to decline along with the oldest generation in coming years;
Angaité is not taught in schools, and it is no longer acquired by children.
Angaité is primarily spoken in the Presidente Hayes department in western Paraguay,
one of three Paraguayan departments located in the South American Gran Chaco region
which encompasses western Paraguay, northern Argentina, southern Bolivia, and a piece
of western Brazil. Most Angaité people reside on reserves of indigenous land which are
surrounded by privately-owned ranches (Fabre 2018). Some Angaité also live and work in
the nearby Mennonite colonies or in Presidente Hayes, the departmental capital. This paper
focuses specifically on Angaité as spoken in La Patria, a community located on a section
of the Angaité’s ancestral land that they successfully reclaimed from private companies
approximately 30 years ago (Glauser 2019). La Patria is divided into 18 small villages,
each called a comunidad, with slightly different linguistic identities depending on how much
intermarriage has occurred with speakers of related languages. For example, the Carpincho
comunidad is widely said to be ‘pure’ Angaité, while speakers in Comunidad 24 speak a
more mixed variety. I focus here primarily on the Angaité spoken in La Leona, one of the
largest and most central comunidades. The map in Figure 1.1 locates La Leona within the
Presidente Hayes department.
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Figure 1.1: Map of La Leona and surrounding communities, inset from Glauser (2019)
Previous literature on Enlhet-Enenlhet languages is sparse, with the bulk of schol-
arship focused on anthropology (see D. Amarilla 2008; J. P. Amarilla 2006; Arenas 1981;
Nobbs-Thiessen 2017; Unruh and Kalisch 1999a; Villagra Carrón 2014). In terms of linguis-
tics, one of the earliest mentions of the family is Grubb (1911), an account by a missionary
in the Chaco, which includes a brief language sketch as an appendix. Powys (1929) is a ped-
agogical grammar of Enlhet focused primarily on Biblical translation. Sušnik (1958; 1977)
provides longer works which present a valuable snapshot of Enlhet during a period of rapid
shift due to migrations and drastic economic and technological changes.
More recently, the working group Nengvaanemkeskama Nempayvaam Enlhet, led by
Hannes Kalisch and Ernesto Unruh, has published brief descriptions of the family (Unruh and
Kalisch 2003) and Enlhet specifically (Kalisch 2009).1 Gomes (2009; 2013) provides a phono-
logical and morphological sketch of Sanapaná, and two current U.S.-based PhD students are
working on descriptions of Enxet (John Elliott, U. of Hawai’i) and Sanapaná (Jens van Gysel,
U. of New Mexico). A dictionary project by Manolo Romero (Nengvaanemkeskama Nem-
payvaam Enlhet) and Raina Heaton (U. of Oklahoma) is also ongoing for Toba-Enenlhet.
1The bulk of Kalisch et al.’s work is focused descriptions of socioeconomic systems related to language
discrimination in Paraguay, text collections, or pedagogical grammars, all of which are available at enlhet.org.
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Even in the context of this minimally documented language family, Angaité is particularly
understudied. The Paraguayan Secretaría de Políticas Lingüísticas (SPL) is in the process
of producing a collection of videos in Angaité with subtitles in Guaraní, but this project will
not attempt comprehensive language documentation or linguistic description.2
This paper describes the consonant contrasts in Angaité and phonotactic restrictions
on their distribution within syllables and words. This description is intentionally narrow in
scope. Angaité’s vowel system is linked to a variety of prosodic features including stress,
pitch, phonation type, and segment length. In turn, these suprasegmental features are
affected by morphological processes like affixation, which is particularly evident in verbs
due to the rich morphology in verbal constructions. Therefore, some level of prosodic and
morphological analysis is necessary to approximate a reasonably thorough description of
Angaité vowels; the corpus developed in my pilot study is not suited to this task. However,
Angaité’s phonemic consonants have comparatively fewer allophones and are less implicated
in suprasegmental processes. Consequently, I have opted to provide a relatively precise
description of consonant contrasts and phonotactics based on my current corpus. This work
highlights directions for future research while grounding subsequent investigation in a well-
motivated analysis of a subset of the phonological system. Consonants are of course not
exempt from interaction with prosodic and morphological processes, and I anticipate that
the current work will be refined over time. Nevertheless, I do not anticipate that future
research will reveal facts so unanticipated as to make the current description obsolete.
Even with this narrow scope, the current work represents a significant contribution
to both the description of one particular endangered and under-documented language and
to the larger project of illuminating patterns of language contact, change, and small-scale
multilingualism among the diverse groups residing in the Gran Chaco. Previous work on
Enlhet-Enenlhet languages has not undertaken a phonological description of Angaité. Fur-
thermore, Gomes (2013) focuses on Sanapaná phonology and morphology, and describing
Angaité opens the door to comparison between the two Southeastern Enlhet-Enenlhet lan-
guages. Comparison within sub-branches of the family is a first step toward historical work
2The SPL publishes their work on their YouTube channel, here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCXjY_IAv-IacFu9T-PCSRqA/videos.
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both within the Enlhet-Enenlhet family and among the six language families (28 languages)
and two isolates that are spoken in the Chaco (Durante 2011). Historical work on Chaco
languages in general has long been the missing piece in discussions about dynamics of lan-
guage contact in the region, and Enlhet-Enenlhet languages have been often overlooked due
to lack of data and description. This work offers the possibility to include Angaité in these
broader discussions.
Recent phonological sketches of Sanapaná suggest the following consonant inventory
for that language, which I take as a starting point for describing Angaité. van Gysel (2017)
revises Gomes’ phonological sketch of Sanapaná, arguing for 13 consonant contrasts, as in
Table 1.1.
Manner
Place Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive p t k P
Nasal m n N
Fricative s h
Lateral Fricative ì
Approximant l j w
Table 1.1: Sanapaná consonants, from van Gysel (2017)
Unruh and Kalisch (2003) also state that Enlhet-Enenlhet languages except Toba-
Enenlhet contrast vowels based on length. van Gysel (2017) notes that while some words in
Sanapaná are consistently pronounced with long vowels and others with short ones, his data
do not include any minimal pairs that contrast on vowel length and therefore he does not
analyze it as phonemic. This paper, though not primarily concerned with vowel length, does
briefly discuss it, since previous sources conflict on the importance of length distinctions.
Glottalized sonorants and glottal stops are of particular interest in this discussion.
Summaries of regional features (see Campbell 2012, 2013) suggest that Enlhet-Enenlhet lan-
guages utilize glottalized sonorants (nasals and vowels), though the distribution and phone-
mic status of these sounds is not clear. Additionally, Gomes (2013) describes processes of
consonant epenthesis, particularly of a glottal stop, due to apparent restrictions on word
final open syllables. My own data on Angaité show creaky voicing and pitch changes in
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vowels that may correspond to underlying /P/. A second goal for this analysis is to deter-
mine if Angaité participates in the patterns that have been described in related languages
or whether glottalized consonants and glottal stops behave differently in Angaité.
In the following sections, I describe the documentary corpus used here, including
methods, consultants, and recording equipment (§1.1); outline the Enlhet-Enenlhet practi-
cal orthography used in this paper (§1.2); and provide a brief typological sketch of Enlhet-
Enenlhet languages based on previous research as context for the current phonological analy-
sis (§1.3). The bulk of this paper is concerned with detailing syllable structure and consonant
contrasts. Chapter 2 details the consonant contrasts within each natural class, returning to
more specific patterns within syllables or words where relevant. With the consonant con-
trasts established, Chapter 3 discusses syllable structure and the distribution of consonants
within syllables. Finally, Chapter 4 briefly addresses what can currently be said about An-
gaité vowels, and Chapter 5 sums up the current understanding of Angaité’s phonological
inventory and directions for future research.
1.1 Practical Orthography
The practical orthography used in this paper is adapted from the one developed by
Nengvaanemkeskama Nempayvaam Enlhet for Enlhet (see Unruh and Kalisch 1999b) and
is largely the same as the orthography used to transcribe Angaité in other published text
collections. It represents only the phonemes of the language, based on my current analysis
of the phoneme inventory.3 The alphabet used to transcribe Angaité is listed in Table 1.2.
This alphabet uses a 1:1 correspondence between orthography and the IPA. Where
the alphabet differs from the IPA representation, the IPA symbol appears in brackets next
to the letter that represents it in this chart. Uvular stop /q/ is a slightly special case which
will be discussed in further detail in §2.1.1
Other Enlhet-Enenlhet languages also use <g> (phonetic characterization unclear).
3This orthography may evolve based on community consensus and will likely eventually represent some
underlying forms which differ from surface realizations, but this paper does not attempt spelling standard-
ization.
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Manner of Articulation Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
Plosive p t k q ’ [P]
Nasal m n ng [N]
Fricative s h
Lateral Fricative lh [ì]
Approximant l y [j] v [w]
Table 1.2: Angaité practical orthography
Unruh et al. (2003) define the letters in Toba-Enenlhet based on Guaraní or Spanish, with
the exception of <lh>, <v>, <g>, and <q>, for which they present example words in
Toba-Enenlhet. Letters <lh>, <v>, and <q> represent the same sounds in Toba-Enenlhet
as in this Angaité orthography. Other sources, including Unruh and Kalisch (1999b) about
Enlhet orthography, however, do not use <g>, leaving me somewhat unsure as to what it
represents. Angaité’s inventory does not include a voiced velar stop or similar sound, and
I do not use this letter in the Angaité practical orthography. Unruh et al. (2003) also use
<i> to represent the palatal glide /j/, rather than <y>, which is used in the orthographies
for Enlhet and Guaná. Since <y> is in wider use than <i>, I have opted to use it here in
the interest of reducing orthographic variation.
The three phonemic vowels in Angaité /a, e, o/ are written with the same graphs in
the orthography. Long vowels are represented with a double letter. An additional reason
that I have avoided using <i> to represent /j/ is to avoid confusion with the vowel [i], which
is (as currently analyzed) allophonic in Angaité and not represented in the orthography.
In contrast, J. P. Amarilla (2006) and Domaniczky and Imaz (2006) use three vowels to
transcribe Angaité, <a, i, o>. Neither work defines their orthography, but <i> here clearly
represents a vowel and not the palatal glide. Though this system has been used in previous
publications specific to Angaité, I avoid using <i> to represent a vowel because, as far as I
am aware, no other Enlhet-Enenlhet language uses <i> for a vowel phoneme and because
representing a phonemic mid vowel (/e/) as <i> is needlessly complicated.
In this paper, the first italicized line of examples is written in Angaité practical or-
thography, with the second line a phonemic transcription in the IPA. Where necessary to
demonstrate a phonological process, the second line of a gloss may be a phonetic transcrip-
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tion, in which case it is [bracketed]. Examples whose first lines are blue are clickable for
audio. Long vowels appear in both the orthographic and phonemic lines when the vowel is
notably longer than other vowels in the word; vowel length may turn out not to be phone-
mic, but since it is not fully analyzed in this paper I have transcribed long vowels to avoid
eliding potentially relevant detail. Phonation type, pitch, and stress are not indicated in
these transcriptions unless specifically noted.
1.2 Methodology
This paper is based on data collected during my fieldwork in La Patria in July 2019
in collaboration with speakers from Karoa’i, Comunidad 24, Koralón, and La Leona. My
primary elicitation collaborators were Eusebelina González and Eusebia Fernández, with
transcription and translation of texts done with help from Damasio Flores and Amancia
Samalleco. Data used in this analysis is archived at AILLA in Wheeler 2019–. Data was
audio and video recorded using a Zoom Q8 recorder attached to an external omnidirectional
condenser microphone (Sony ECM-MS907). The recorder created both an integrated audio-
video .MOV track and a separate (22/44.1Hz stereo) .WAV track. Recordings were made in
semi-structured elicitation sessions with two Angaité speakers from La Leona: Eusebelina
González (EG) and Eusebia Fernández (EF). Each session lasted approximately an hour
with 18 total hours of elicited data recorded. During these sessions, the microphone was
placed between the speakers and set with a 120° range in order to pick up both speakers
as well as my own voice. The Zoom Q8 internal omni-directional mics were not used in an
attempt to limit the interference of background noise on the recordings.
Elicitation sessions were structured to address two main goals: investigate the details
of an omnipredicative analysis in Angaité and collect a word-list for phonological analysis.
The first line of investigation required eliciting simple sentences, including possessive noun
phrases, copulas, negation, and temporal adverbs. This task involved both basic translation
from Guaraní (“how do you say ‘___’ in Angaité?”) and scenarios established with the use
of pictures. Pictures used to prompt sentences included: a chicken, a dog, men and women in
both groups and alone, pictures of family members, and people looking at various objects (e.g.
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man looking at a chicken, woman looking directly at camera, etc.). Sentences for this task
were constructed first in Spanish and then translated to Guaraní to be used as translation
prompts, or constructed by me in Angaité and backtranslated by EG and EF into Guaraní.
The latter method was only used to check translations or complete verbal paradigms with
forms that were difficult to elicit with translation from Guaraní (e.g. masculine or plural
forms of verbs).
The second task was accomplished via translation of a word list drawn from a variety
of sources: 158 items were translated from a list of Toba-Enenlhet words collected during
a pilot trip in July 2018, 66 items came from the Key and Comrie (2015) Intercontinental
Dictionary Series (IDS) list for Lengua (Enlhet), 190 terms came from the Sanapaná IDS
list, and approximately 40 plant and animal terms were translated from a list of Guaraní
names for Chaco-specific flora and fauna developed in 2018. A few elicited tokens were
also prompted by showing pictures of plants, animals, or insects taken in La Patria.4 See a
complete word list of elicitation prompts (and their sources) in Appendix C.
These two tasks were not performed independently. We moved between tasks within
and between sessions as EG and EF tired of repeatedly performing one task. EG and EF also
volunteered sentences based on the elicitation prompts, either offering full sentences with an
elicited word in context or elaborating prompts with related sentences. Some portion of each
day’s work was also dedicated to re-checking information from previous sessions, resulting
in multiple tokens of many words produced on different days and by more than one speaker.
Because of the scarcity of data on Angaité, this analysis draws on all these types of data
and is not limited to words produced entirely in isolation.
Unless noted as stemming from a source aside from my own fieldwork, the original
recordings from which the Angaité examples in this paper are drawn are available in Wheeler
(2019–). Parenthetical codes that appear with each token indicate the date (YYYYMMDD),
session number (1, 2, or 3), and item number within a session of that token. The archive
deposit is organized by date, with bundles and files labeled by the same date that appears
4The list of Toba-Enenlhet words from 2018 was also elicited at that time based on Spanish translations
of the IDS lists for Enlhet and Sanapaná. I list it separately here because EG and EF translated specifically
from Toba-Enenlhet prompts and not directly from the IDS list.
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in the data citation. Each file in the archive also has a unique, 4 digit recording number. A
data citation which refers to session 1 corresponds to the file name with the lower recording
number. For example, (20190708, 3, 10) refers to the 10th item in the third elicitation
session on July 8, 2019. The July 8 recording bundle includes files with recording numbers
0004, 0005, and 0006. The third elicitation session corresponds to recording 0006. When
relevant, speakers are cited in these parenthetical citations by initials. Some data are also
drawn from my 2018 fieldwork on Toba-Enenlhet working with Manolo Romero in Nueva
León (Departamento Boquerón); these recordings are not (yet) archived and therefore not
indexed to a publicly available source. Data from sources other than my own fieldwork are
cited by author last name, year, and page number on which the original example appears
and have not been altered unless otherwise noted.
1.3 Language Background
Though a grammar sketch of Angaité is beyond the scope of this paper, this section
provides a brief typological sketch of the family in order to give an idea of the shape of
Enlhet-Enenlhet morphosyntax, apparent morphophonological processes, and the categories
that are anticipated to surface in future work.
1.3.1 Family classification
Angaité is one of six Enlhet-Enenlhet languages. Unruh and Kalisch (2003) establish
a classification of the family based on synchronic similarities in lexicon, grammatical struc-
tures, and phonemic inventories which divides the family into two main groups, Eastern
and Western, with the Eastern group subdivided into Northern and Southern. The Western
group contains Enlhet and Enxet (often called Lengua Norte and Lengua Sur, respectively).
The Southeastern group comprises Angaité and Sanapaná, and Guaná and Toba-Enenlhet
form the Northeastern group. Figure 1.2, adapted from Unruh and Kalisch (2003) indicates
the main locations of Enlhet-Enenlhet groups. The western border on the map inset is the
border between Paraguay and Argentina, and the eastern border is formed by the Paraguay
River to the South and the Brazilian border to the north.
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Figure 1.2: Location of Enlhet-Enenlhet groups in the Paraguayan Bajo Chaco, from Unruh
and Kalisch (2003)
However, Kalisch and Unruh stress the diversity of dialects within each language and
therefore distinguish them primarily based on speakers’ ethnic self-identification. They also
argue that geographic location is highly influential in determining which features appear
in which variety, with each basically mutually intelligible with its geographic neighbors.
Because of this high dialectal diversity, they argue that the family is better understood as a
continuum of dialects with six ‘nuclei’ rather than discrete languages.
This classification so far lacks description of each language that could be leveraged
for diachronic analysis to identify shared innovations and, if present, distinct subgroupings.
Detailed descriptive work can also contribute to the goal of determining which features have
been shared via contact between Enlhet-Enenlhet languages in order to better ground an
analysis of the family as a dialect continuum formed by continuous interaction between
groups. Where relevant, this paper compares my current analysis of Angaité to Gomes
(2013), which is primarily a phonological description of Sanapaná. Differences between
these two very closely related languages—e.g. which segments (if any) are epenthetic, the
interaction between morphology and syllabification, stress assignment rules—suggest fruitful
directions for future research, particularly with respect to the interaction between phonology
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and morphology.
1.3.2 Areal phonological features
Existing descriptions of Enlhet-Enenlhet languages suggest that they include some
phonological features that have also been proposed as Chaco areal features. See Table 1.3,
which compiles information about Enlhet-Enenlhet languages from Gomes (2013), Powys
(1929), van Gysel (2017), Unruh and Kalisch (2003), Unruh et al. (2003), and my own
fieldwork. The list of proposed phonological areal features is drawn from Campbell (2012;
2013), Campbell and Grondona (2010), and González (2014; 2015). Cells are marked with
‘?’ if sources disagree about the presence or absence of a feature or if a blanket statement
is made about the entire family based on evidence from only a subset of its members. The
large number of question marks is striking; gaps and contradictions in existing descriptions
raise a variety of issues to be addressed by future descriptive projects. Furthermore, scholars
interested in areal features agree that historical work grounded in robust descriptions is
necessary to flesh out the patterns observed in some Chaco languages and determine the
extent to which each language participates in them.




Lateral v. liquid based on place/manner Yes
3-4 vowel systems Yes
Voiceless nasals N? N? N? N? N N?
Vowel harmony Y? Y? Y Y? Y? Y?
No voiced stops Y? – Y Y? Y –
Uvular sounds N (some) Y N Y Y Y
Table 1.3: Presence of proposed Chaco phonological features in Enlhet-Enenlhet languages
1.3.3 Enlhet-Enenlhet morphosyntax
Outside the realm of phonology, Enlhet-Enenlhet languages are agglutinating, mark-
ing event participants, associated motion, and tense, aspect, and mood (T/A/M) categories
within the verbal construction. As a result, the order of sentence constituents is generally
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flexible and arguments are often not independently expressed. When both arguments are
overtly expressed as full NPs, the least marked order is VOA (see van Gysel (2017) for







































‘The man sees the woman’ (20190717, 1, 10.5)
Animacy also plays into word order in Angaité. For example, when an animate A is













‘The man plays guitar’ (20190717, 2, 42)
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However, clearly animacy is not the only factor that influences word order, as VOA order still
surfaces in cases with an animate A and inanimate O, as in (2). I suspect that information
structure, alongside animacy, plays a role in determining whether order is VOA or VAO.
Kalisch (2019) argues for a similar role of information structure in clausal order in Enlhet,
with cognitive accessibility governing both order and which elements can be elided.
As in many Chaco languages, most categories associated with verbs appear as suffixes
or enclitics. Previous literature indicates that Enlhet-Enenlhet distinguishes three tenses as
well as a variety of modal and aspectual categories (Powys 1929; Susnik 1977; van Gysel
2017). These T/A/M categories are expressed either as suffixes or enclitics; van Gysel (2017)
describes both tense and aspect suffixes as well as three temporal discourse particles that
function more like enclitics. Enlhet-Enenlhet languages also use a well-differentiated system
of associated motion markers that include information about direction and path, as well
as other more nuanced categories. Languages in this family also include some marking of
evidentiality. These categories are also marked as suffixes or verb stem alternations.5
Enlhet-Enenlhet languages mark gender (masculine or feminine), number (singular or
plural) and person (first or non-first) of the verbal arguments with portmanteau markers that
attach before the verb stem. Typically, these markers refer to either the A or S argument.
First-person distinguishes singular and plural, and non-first person marks the gender of
the argument. The languages also utilize an inverse marking system. One set of markers
indicates number of first-person A arguments (Kalisch (2009) calls them ‘central arguments’)
and gender of non-first person A arguments when the O (‘less prominent argument’) is also
non-first person. A different set appears when A is a non-first person acting on a first-person
O; in this case, the marker encodes the number of the O argument, not the gender of the A.
Kalisch (2009) divides these markers into three paradigms, with Paradigm I used for what
seems to be unrealized events, Paradigm III marking subordinate clauses, and Paradigm II
used elsewhere. See Table 1.4, which presents the markers as shown in Kalisch (2009).6
5Sušnik (1977) includes categories such as whether or not the person takes a direct or curving path,
whether they will stay at the destination for a long period of time or visit and then leave again, and whether
the journey includes multiple stops.
6Kalisch does not propose underlying forms of these morphemes or describe the environments in which
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Marker Paradigm I Paradigm II Paradigm III
1sgdir a- ∼ angv- ak- ∼ ay- sek- ∼ sey- ∼ s-
1pldir ang- ∼ am- ∼ an- neng- ∼ nen- ∼ nem-
2/3fdir ka- ∼ ngka- ang- ∼ an- ∼ am- ∼ angk- ak- ∼ ay-
2/3mdir e- ∼ engy- ap- ∼ apk-
1sginv he- ∼ hey- e- ∼ ey- se- ∼ sey-
1plinv heng- ∼ hen- ∼ hem- eng- ∼ en- ∼ em- seng- ∼ sen- ∼ sem-
Table 1.4: Person markers in Enlhet, from Kalisch (2009)
Gender is a relevant category in Enlhet-Enenlhet even outside of verbal constructions.
Nouns in Enlhet-Enenlhet languages have gender, which is expressed for un-possessed nouns
via either a person marker on the verb or on the noun itself. According to Kalisch (2009),
the gender markers on nouns are often optional, but even with no overt marker of gender,
speakers are aware of a noun’s gender, suggesting that it is a relatively salient aspect of
nouns. For example, see the data from Toba-Enenlhet in Table 1.5.
Masculine Feminine
pelhasep [peìasep] ‘night’ paga [paga] ‘mosquito’
tenoq [tenoq] ‘cat’ posek /posek/ ‘parakeet’
songkong [soNkoN] ‘tuca tuca’ konemaqtek [konemaqtek] ‘dove’
ka’a [kaPa] ‘tereré’ (loan from Guaraní) sepop [sepop] ‘3-banded armadillo’
melhma [meìma] ‘coals’ pehe [pehe] ‘lizard’
popeye’ [popejeP] ‘deer’ eyam [ejam] ‘south wind’
kelasma’ [kelasma] ‘fish’ sepo’ [sepo] ‘manioc’
meyva’ [mejwa] ‘puma’
Table 1.5: Noun gender in Toba-Enenlhet, from fieldwork July 2018
The gender of the noun seems to be arbitrary, with both masculine and feminine categories
including mammals, reptiles, birds, fishes, plants, tools, foods, and weather. Feminine gen-
der is the default in both Angaité and Toba-Enenlhet, indicated by loan words, which are
assigned feminine gender. For example, see (5) and (6), which both have feminine gender.
each allomorph appears. Based on my Angaité data, I hypothesize that the allomorph that appears on the














‘leather’ (20190722, 2, 66)
Possessed nouns receive a marker that indicates the gender of second/third-person
possessors, rather than the possessum. For example, see (6), where ’a- corresponds to the
feminine gender of watka’, ‘cow’. At least in Enlhet, for which they are briefly described in
Kalisch (2009), these markers are similar, though not identical to, the Paradigm II masculine,
feminine, and inverse verbal argument markers.
Because the person markers appear on many unpossessed nouns and all possessums,
Kalisch (2009) argues that Enlhet-Enenlhet languages are omnipredicative, meaning that all
nouns have an underlying predicative function identical to verbs and their default use is as
the ground to a proposition. Words fall into a single class of predicates and must be derived
into (more marked) argument functions. On this analysis, person markers indicate argument
saturation, both for verbs—where they denote event participants—and for nouns, with mark-
ers indexing either a possessor or a real-world referent. However, per Kalisch, these markers
can often be omitted and in fact do not appear in many of his examples. Other literature
on Enlhet-Enenlhet suggests that this analysis may not be the most fitting option. Sušnik
(1977) divides nouns in Enlhet into three categories: obligatorily possessed nouns, nominal-
ized verbal constructions, and all other nouns (mostly nouns referring to concrete things in
the natural world). This final category actually cannot appear in possessive constructions
or ever take the markers on which Kalisch’s argument hinges. This paper leaves the issue
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of omnipredicativity open, but preliminary fieldwork indicates that, at least in Angaité, the
question of the function and behavior of the person markers is not as straightforward as a
strict omnipredicative analysis predicts.
Like in the realm of phonology, Enlhet-Enenlhet languages also participate in Chaco
patterns of morphosyntax, as much as they can be said to exist. AVO order, prefixed
verbal person markers, active-stative alignment, nominal tense, associated motion markers,
grammatical gender marked on demonstratives, plural object suffixes, genitive classifiers for
domestic animals, and a clusivity distinction in first-person plural have been proposed as
Chaco areal features (see sources discussed above for regional phonological features). Enlhet-
Enenlhet languages also participate in many of these patterns, as indicated in Table 1.6.






Gender marking on demonstratives Yes
Genitive classifiers for domesticated animals Yes
Plural object suffixes Y Y? Y? Y? Y? Y?
1pl clusivity N? N? N N N N?
Table 1.6: Structural features shared in Enlhet-Enenlhet
As Table 1.6 summarizes, Enlhet-Enenlhet languages use large associated motion systems,
mark grammatical gender on demonstratives, include genitive classifiers for domestic animals,
have preverbal verbal person markers, and may also include plural object suffixes and active-
stative alignment systems similar to other Chaco languages. However, like the overview of




Consonants in Angaité pattern together primarily based on manner of articulation.
This section takes each natural class in turn. Sections 2.1 through 2.5 discuss: plosives,
nasals, fricatives, laterals, and glides. When relevant, patterns that attend to place of
articulation, rather than manner, are discussed within each section. Consonants are shown
to contrast word-initially; word-finally; and word-medially, as both syllable onsets and codas.
For the purposes of this discussion, the maximal syllable is CVCC. Since all words
in the Angaité corpus begin with consonants, I assume that Angaité, like many languages,
prefers syllables with onset consonants. I placed a syllable boundary before every (C)V
sequence, so a CVCV sequence is syllabified CV.CV and a VCCV sequence, VC.CV. Headless
syllables appear only in CVVC sequences, syllabified as CV.VC. In these data, /j/ is the
only phoneme which can appear in a complex coda, and only before /k/, so the maximal
syllable is /CVjk/.
2.1 Plosives
This section discusses Angaité’s five voiceless stops: /p, t, k, q, P/. After establishing
the basic contrasts of /p, t, k, P/, I discuss some alternations which affect these phonemes.
Section 2.1.1 considers /q/ specifically, since it is a somewhat special case. Section 2.1.2
discusses the alternation between /P/, /h/, and creaky voice, §2.1.3 discusses a /t/∼ /P/
∼ /k/ alternation at morpheme boundaries, and §2.1.4 describes a potentially idiosyncratic
/p/ ∼ /w/ alternation.
The /p, t, k, P/ phonemes appear word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. /p,
t, k/ appear often as both onsets and codas word-medially, while /P/ appears primarily in
onset position word-medially with only a few examples of medial coda /P/.
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The elicited data includes several (near) minimal pairs that demonstrate plosive con-
trasts, presented in Table 2.1. Contrasting segments are bolded.
Contrasting p and t
teyam ’eten ‘fog’ (20190722, 1, 21) peeyam ‘honey’ (20190723, 2, 28)
/tejam Peten/ /peejam/
’aktong ‘your/her arm’ (20190715, 1, 37) ’akpong ‘shell’ (20190715, 1, 37)
/PaktoN/ /PakpoN/
’atava’ ‘your/her husband’ (20190722, 1, 31) ’apava’ ‘tagua’ (20190722, 1, 46)
/PatawaP/ /PapawaP/
Contrasting k and p
kaana’ ‘type of bird’ (20190717, 2, 28) paana’ ‘heron’ (20190710, 2, 6)
/kaanaP/ /paanaP/
’aktoma’ ‘You/she eats’ (20190708, 3, 32) ’aptoma’ ‘You/he eats’ (20190708, 3, 59)
/PaktomaP/ /PaptomaP/
’aptaykamaha’ ‘You/he works’ (20190716, 1, 44) ’aktaykamaha’ ‘You/she works’ (20190722, 1, 46)
/PaptajkamahaP/ /PaktajkamahaP/
Contrasting p and ’
lheyap 2/3m (20190708, 3, 59) lheya’ 2/3f (20190708, 3, 8)
/ìeap/ /ìeaP/
Contrasting k and ’
ko’o’ 1sg (20190722, 1, 6) -ko’ok dim.pl (20190722, 1, 29)
/koPoP/ /-koPok/
Table 2.1: (Near) minimal pairs demonstrating plosive contrasts
Along with the minimal pairs in Table 2.1, the data provide robust evidence for
contrasting environments. For example, these four plosives appear word-initially before all
three phonemic vowels. Because Angaité does not allow onset consonant clusters, the plosives




paana’ /paanaP/ ‘heron’ (20190710, 2, 6)
panaktema’ /panaktemaP/ ‘medicine’ (20190708, 2, 18)
pelhapen /peìapen/ ‘rhea’ (20190708, 1, 36)
peletav /peletaw/ ‘knife’ (20190710, 2, 52)
poktem /poktem/ ‘timbo’ (20190718, 13)
popen /popen/ ‘guinea hen’ (20190717, 2, 61)
Word-initial /t/
taalha’ /taaìaP/ ‘fire’ (20190708, 1, 1)
taama’ /taamaP/ ‘thread, cord, lasso’ (20190710, 2, 54)
teeves /teewes/ ‘algarrobo negro’ (20190708, 2, 4)
tevovok /tewowok/ ‘great horned owl’ (20190717, 2, 29)
topole’ /topoleP/ ‘ant’ (20190710, 2, 16)
tomahang /tomahaN/ ‘rabbit’ (20190723, 1, 41)
Word-initial /k/
kaava’ /kaawaP/ ‘liana, Dutchman’s pipe’ (20190717, 2, 34)
kalenmaqtek /kalenmaqtek/ ‘dove’ (20910708, 1, 63)
kenavet /kenawet/ ‘wasp’ (20190722, 1, 67)
kelhvoye’ /keìwojeP/ ‘soon, fast’ (20190723, 2, 11)
kelyaqhava’a /keljaqhawaPa/ ‘collared peccary’ (20190708, 1, 50)
kelvanema’et /kelwanemaPet/ ‘wolf fish’ (20190708, 1, 45)
Word-initial /P/
’apketka’ /PapketkaP/ ‘your/his child’ (20190708, 3, 29)
’askanmah /Paskanmah/ ‘I sow’ (2019708, 2, 28)
’enyaalheng /PenjaaìeN/ ‘my older sister’ (20190722, 1, 5)
’engva’ /PeNwaP/ ‘my/our hair’ (20190722, 1, 13)
’onyenek /Ponjenek/ ‘I drink (tereré)’ (20190708, 1, 17)
’olhtenaksek /Poìtenaksek/ ‘I tell’ (20190716, 1, 43)
Table 2.2: Word-initial /p, t, k, P/
These four plosives also appear word-finally, as in Table 2.3.
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Word-final /p/
hatsap /hatsap/ ‘toucan’ (20190718, 1)
tahap /tahap/ ‘ashes’ (20190708, 1, 25)
pelhasep /peìasep/ ‘night’ (20190708, 3, 12)
’anyep /Panjep/ ‘field’ (20190722, 1, 2)
mepop /mepop/ ‘skunk (Sp. zorrillo)’ (20190708, 1, 64)
lhepop /ìepop/ ‘dust, dirt, earth’ (20190722, 1, 50)
Word-final /t/
pa’at /paPat/ ‘grass’ (20190717, 2, 12)
kelyamenanat /keljamenanat/ ‘Azara’s night monkey’ (20190717, 2, 12)
leklakmet /leklakmet/ ‘thank you’ (20190710, 2, 85)
yetamayet /jetamajet/ ‘anaconda’ (2019017, 2, 70)
Word-final /k/
vatkahak /watkahak/ ‘paper, notebook’ (20190716, 1, 61)
yaamet ’awhak /jaamet Pawhak/ ‘tree root’ (20190723, 1, 22)
’aypehek /Pajpehek/ ‘fish scale’ (f) (20190710, 2, 14)
yaasek /jaasek/ ‘salt’ (20190710, 3, 25)
’ahankok /Pahankok/ ‘her thing/pet’ (20190716, 1, 26)
yamav’aswok /jamawPaswok/ ‘small lagoon’ (20190723, 1, 5)
Word-final /P/
vaapa’ /waapaP/ ‘rat’ (20190708, 2, 93)
yalhpa’ /jaìpaP/ ‘mud’ (20190708, 1, 18)
latsehe’ /latseheP/ ‘corn’ (20190720, 1, 31)
’astengke’ /PasteNkeP/ ‘I sleep’ (20190720, 1, 46)
’anyalho’ /PanjaìoP/ ‘(woman’s) sister’ (20190719, 1, 9)
sepo’ /sepoP/ ‘manioc’ (2019020, 1, 29)
Table 2.3: Word-final /p, t, k, P/
My data do not include examples of word-final /t/ following /o/. Given that /t/ can
appear adjacent to /o/ in other positions and that the other plosives can appear word-finally,
I assume that this is an incidental gap rather than a restriction on word-final /ot/ sequences.
Further evidence for this assumption is provided by the fact that word-internally /t/ does







‘We make net bags’ (20190722, 2, 71)
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In general /o/ appears less frequently than /a/ and /e/ in Angaité. Again, this fact combined
with the behavior of /t/ in word-medial codas predicts word-final ot sequences in a larger
corpus.
The phonemes /p, t, k, P/ also appear word-medially as both syllable onsets and
codas, though /P/ is not attested as a word-medial coda. For the other three, onset position
is more common than coda; codas in general are less frequent than onsets in Angaité. The
examples in Table 2.4 show plosives in onset position and Table 2.5 shows the plosives in
word-medial coda position. Syllable boundaries are marked in the orthography.
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Word-medial onset /p/
ya.me.yek.pa’ /jamejekpaP/ ‘tucatuca’ (20190717, 2, 2)
yaa.pa’ /jaapaP/ ‘money’ (20190723, 1, 59)
’ak.mo.pay.’a’ /PakmopajPaP/ ‘white (f)’ (2019710, 3, 60)
’e.yem.pe.hek /Pejempehek/ ‘my/our skin’ (2019720, 2, 44)
’ap.ma.lhem.pe.nek /Papmaìempenek/ ‘your/his cheek’ (20190715, 1, 45)
pe.lha.pen /peìapen/ ‘rhea’ (20190722, 1, 65)
lhe.pop /ìepop/ ‘dust’ (20190722, 1, 50)
me.pop /mepop/ ‘bat’ (20190708, 1, 64)
kas.po.ma’ /kaspomaP/ ‘cigarette’ (20190710, 2, 61)
Word-medial onset /t/
’ak.tay.ka.ma.ha /Paktajkamaha/ ‘You/she works’ (20190720, 2, 14)
nen.talh.ne.ma’ /nentaìnemaP/ ‘our clothes’ (20190717, 1, 51)
see.ta’ /seetaP/ ‘grandfather’ (20190708, 2, 23)
pa.nak.te.ma’ /panaktemaP/ ‘medicine’ (20190708, 2, 18)
yaq.te.pa’ /jaktepaP/ ‘pumpkin’ (20190708, 2, 28.5)
’aq.tek /Paqtek/ ‘your/her eye’ (20190710, 2, 25)
nen.to.ma’ /nentomaP/ ‘We eat’ (20190708, 3, 34)
’e.nga.tong /PeNatoN/ ‘my/our mouth’ (20190715, 1, 27)
nen.tos.ka’ /nentoskaP/ ‘our pet animal’ (20190723, 1, 58)
Word-medial onset /k/
’as.yay.he.ka.ma.ha’ /PasjajhekamahaP/ ‘I run’ (20190717, 2, 65)
yan.telh.kaa.pa’ /janteìkaapaP/ ‘December’ (20190715, 1, 57)
nep.ke.sek /nepkesek/ ‘sheep’ (2010716, 1, 57)
’an.lheng.ke’ /PanìeNkeP/ ‘You/she goes’ (20190723, 2, 14)
’as.kok /Paskok/ ‘insect’ (20190710, 2, 15)
poo.ko’ /pookoP/ ‘hot’ (20190710, 3, 50)
Word-medial onset /P/
’ak.ve.tay.’a /PakwetajPa/ ‘You/she sees’ (20190715, 2, 20)
yep.ho.pay.’a /jephopajPa/ ‘cloud’ (20190722, 1, 20)
’ap.na.’at /PapnaPat/ ‘your/his face’ (20190722, 2, 50)
ta.pe.’e /tapePe/ ‘chicken’ (20190722, 1, 47)
kel.va.ne.ma.’et /kelwanemaPet/ ‘wolf fish’ (20190710, 2, 11)
Table 2.4: Word-medial onset /p, t, k, P/
The current data do not include combinations of /o/ with coda /p/ or /P/ word
medially. /o/ does combine with /k/ and /t/ in word-medial rimes, though less frequently
than /a/ and /e/. This is not surprising; /o/ is less common than /a/ and /e/. /P/ also
occurs in medial coda position infrequently compared to /p, t, k/. These data also do not
include word-medial coda /P/; it may be that /P/ is more restricted or that it is more likely
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Word-medial coda /p/
’ap.ke.na.o’ /PapkenaoP/ ‘man’ (20190708, 1, 28)
’em.peng.kap.tek /PempeNkaptek/ ‘my/our elbow’ (20190722, 2, 59)
ke.lap.ha.pa.e’ /kelaphapaeP/ ‘old’ (20190722, 1, 40)
’en.yep.he.yok /Penjephejok/ ‘our fingers’ (20190722, 2, 6)
’ap.lhep.ko.e’ /PapìepkoeP/ ‘alone’ (20190715, 2, 70 )
Word-medial coda /t/
neng.vat.nee.ma’ /neNwatneemaP/ ‘It burns’ (20190722, 1, 24)
’as.ket.ka’ /PasketkaP/ ‘my child’ (20190708, 3, 4)
’at.ket.so.e’ /PasktsoeP/ ‘small’ (20190710, 3, 37)
ne.nga.vot.ma’ /neNawootmaP/ ‘We weave’ (20190722, 2, 71)
Word-medial coda /k/
’as.ka.me.lak.me’ /PaskamelakmeP/ ‘I love (someone)’ (20190719, 1, 7)
laksaktek /laksaktek/ ‘hominy stew’ (20190722, 2, 15)
nen.tek.may.me.nek /nentekmajmenek/ ‘shoe’ (20190708 2, 76)
se.lek.lek /seleklek/ ‘butterfly’ (2010722, 1, 4)
’ap.mok.tay.’a /PapmoktajPa/ ‘You/he shoots (something)’ (20190723, 2, 28)
Table 2.5: Word-medial coda /p, t, k, P/
than the other plosives to be elided word-medially without careful pronunciation.
Perhaps more surprising is the difference between /p/ and /t/. /p/ occurs much less
frequently as a coda in syllables with /e/ than /t/, and vice versa; /t/ occurs relatively infre-
quently with /a/ and more often with /e/. As both consonants appear in rimes containing
both vowels, this does not appear to be a firm restriction but rather a tendency that prefers
/ap/ and /et/ rimes to /at/ and /ep/ ones. The data set also includes a large number of
repeated syllables (e.g. -kek, -mek, -tek, -ma, -yep, -hap, -yet) which may be separate mor-
phemes whose frequent appearance skews the distribution toward particular combinations
of vowels and coda consonants.
2.1.1 Uvular stop /q/
Angaité includes a fifth plosive phoneme, /q/, which is a somewhat exceptional case.
First, /q/ in these data appears only adjacent to the low vowel /a/. However, its distribution
is not otherwise predictable based on the other stops, and therefore it should be analyzed as
a separate phoneme. It appears word-initially and in word-medial syllable onset and coda
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position. The current corpus does not include examples of word-final /q/.1
Table 2.6 includes most of the examples of /q/ which appear in the current dataset.
Word-initial /q/
qaames /qaames/ ‘cat’ (20190708, 1, 8)
qala’ /qalaP/ ‘type of duck’ (20190722, 2, 33)
Word-medial onset /q/
’a.ma.qa’ /PamaqaP/ ‘start, beginning’ (20190708, 2, 1)
’ang.vang.qa.ya.ham /PaNwaNqajaham/ ‘congested’ (20190710, 2, 28)
’a.qaa.net /Paqaanet/ ‘two, pair’ (20190710, 3, 13)
yang.qa /jaNqa/ ‘arrow’ (20190723, 2, 28)
’ap.qaq.hee.ma’ /PapqaqheemaP/ ‘You/he kills (it)’ (20190720, 1, 9)
Word-medial coda /q/
ye.naq.tes.ket /jenaqtesket/ ‘night’ (20190708, 1, 13)
kel.yaq.ha.va.’a /kelyaqhawaPa/ ‘wild pig’ (20190708, 1, 35)
ka.len.maq.tek /kalenmaqtek/ ‘dove’ (20190708, 1, 63)
yaq.te.pa’ /jaqtepaP/ ‘pumpkin, gourd’ (20190708, 2, 9)
nen.ye.naq.te.ma’ /nenjenaqtemaP/ ‘strong’ (20190708, 2, 94)
’aq.tek /Paqtek/ ‘Your/her eye’ (20190715, 1, 26)
’ap.qaq.hee.ma’ /PapkaqheemaP/ ‘You/he kills (it)’ (20190723, 2, 26)
’ak.yaq.tan.ma’ /PakjaqtanmaP/ ‘chainsaw’ (20190723, 1, 31)
’ap.yaq.pas.ka.ma /Papjaqpaskama/ ‘You/he bathe(s)’ (20190723, 2, 12)
Table 2.6: Word-initial and word-medial /q/
This table highlights some notable differences in the distribution of /q/ compared
with the other plosives. First, as noted above, /q/ always appears adjacent to /a/, though
it can appear as either an onset or coda. Secondly, unlike the other plosives, /q/ is most
frequent in syllable codas, but it does not appear word-finally. Finally, /q/ appears very
rarely word-initially while other plosives are frequently word-initial.
There are several possible explanations for this distribution. First, I had some dif-
ficulty differentiating /q/ and /k/, so it is possible that some things currently analyzed as
/k/ are actually /q/. Alternatively, the distinction between /q/ and the /k/ is neutralized
1Further support for this analysis of /q/ comes from Unruh and Kalisch (2003), who argue that in all
Enlhet-Enenlhet languages except Sanapaná this sound is phonemic. Their classification takes Sanapaná
to be Angaité’s closest relative, which makes it slightly surprising that Angaité also includes /q/, since the
languages are otherwise quite similar. The change from /q/ > /k/ must have occurred independently in
Sanapaná.
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adjacent to non-low vowels, so we only see /q/ with /a/. Finally, it is possible that /q/ has
a wider distribution but is less frequent than the other plosives, and the lack of it in other
environments is an accidental gap. Without further testing it is not possible to distinguish
between these explanations. Since /q/ clearly contrasts with the other plosives in these data
(all of which also appear before and after /a/), I analyze it as phonemic, albeit with a more
restricted distribution than the other members of its natural class.
2.1.2 Creaky voice and /P/
The glottal stop is also a somewhat exceptional case. Unruh and Kalisch (1999b) opt
not to write glottal stops at word margins, as they are predictable when the word begins
or ends with a vowel. Unruh and Kalisch develop an Enlhet orthography, so this is not
exactly the same as arguing that glottal stop is epenthetic at word margins. Rather, this
decision indicates that Enlhet does not allow word-initial headless syllables nor word-final
open syllables. Knowing this, since all other consonants are written in these positions, a
word written with an initial or final vowel can be inferred to have an unwritten glottal stop.
Gomes (2013) does, however, argue that word-final V(C) syllables trigger epenthesis
in Sanapaná. He states that when headless syllables are underlying at the end of a word,
they trigger an epenthetic onset [P] in the final syllable, resulting in two CV.CV syllables.
On this analysis, the word-medial [P] in (8) is epenthetic.2
(8) a. [paPa]
‘mosquito’ (Gomes 2013, p. 128)
b. [jataPaj]
‘goat’ (Gomes 2013, p. 128)
c. [añaloPa]
‘armadillo’ (Gomes 2013, p. 128)
2I have reproduced these examples exactly as they appear in Gomes (2013), who does not give under-
lying forms. However, these phonetic forms are identical to what he seems to propose as the phonemic




‘I (1sg)’ (Gomes 2013, p. 128)
Once again, the argument does not include examples with other morphology that would
prevent the CV.V(C) sequence from appearing word-finally in which, presumably, the glottal
stop would not appear.
In Angaité, some cases which Gomes would take to be underlying CV.V(C) sequences,
as in (8), also have /P/. However, Angaité does not systematically avoid final sequences of
CV.V(C). In some cases, rather than a clear glottal stop between the two vowels, what
appears is creaky voice on the second vowel. For example, see (9), with creak marked with




















‘small’ (20190710, 3, 37)
This creaky voice may result from the adjacent glottal stop, or may be a prosodic process
that occurs regardless of whether or not a glottal stop surfaces as a syllable coda. In support
of the latter hypothesis, the same creaky voice that affects the second of two adjacent vowel
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‘It loves me’ (20190719, 1, 17)
Here, the elicited corpus currently provides little evidence that the creaky vowel is the result
of an underlying glottal stop. Example (10) is multimorphemic; the creaky vowel is the first
vowel in what appears to be the verb stem. Future elicitation with different person markers
on this stem may clarify whether this creaky voice is a realization of underlying /P/ or a
separate phenomenon.
Finally, the word-final /P/ in (9) may be a result of words pronounced in isolation, or
it may be part of the same process that results in the creaky vowel in (10). Utterance final
creak seems to be a feature of Angaité, with creak or [P] appearing at the ends of utterances
and almost all words pronounced in isolation. In some cases, this glottalization disappears
when a word is pronounced utterance-medially. When this happens consistently, I do not
take the [P] that appears utterance-finally or in isolation to be underlying. Otherwise, I
take a conservative approach in this paper and transcribe /P/ when one is pronounced. This
means that final /P/ in words which only appear in isolation or utterance finally in my data
may not turn out to be underlying, but I analyze it as such in lieu of evidence to the contrary.
This analysis should be revisited with additional data from elicitation that develops a more
robust morphological analysis and compared to running speech in texts. In cases with creaky
vowels but no clear glottal stop, I do not transcribe /P/ but rather leave the question open to
further investigation of suprasegmental processes in Angaité. The question of glottalization
and creak is revisited in §2.2.3 (with nasals) and §2.3.1 (with /h/), and §4.6 (with vowels).
2.1.3 /t/ ∼ /P/ ∼ /k/ alternation
A /t/ sometimes substitutes for /P/ at a morpheme boundary when the following
syllable begins with a consonant. Gomes (2013) notes this phenomenon in Sanapaná with
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the diminutive suffix -kok, where /t/ appears at the end of stems that end in an open syllable.
The examples in (11)-(14) with -ko(’o)k appear in the elicited Angaité dataset, followed by
the phonemic form of the stem alone.
(11) a. /kelasmaP-koPok/
[kilasmatkoPok]
‘little fish’ (20190722, 2, 27)
b. kelasma’
kelasmaP
‘fish’ (20190715, 1, 85)
(12) a. /naataP-kok/
[naatatkok]
‘little bird’ (20190717, 2, 59)
b. naata’
naataP
‘bird’ (20190715, 1, 20)
(13) a. /taamaP-kok/
[taamatkok]
‘little string, thread’ (20190722, 2, 69.5)
b. taama’
taamaP
‘string’ (20190710, 2, 54)
(14) a. /PaaìPa-kok/
[Paaìatkok]




‘wax palm’ (20190715, 1, 68)
The -kok ∼ -koPok alternation marks a plural form on animate stems in Sanapaná (Gomes
2013). In Angaité, however, the -ko’ok does not seem to indicate a plural. Plural marking
in Enlhet-Enenlhet languages is optional, so it is possible that the plural marking is not
salient enough to be consistently translated without a relevant discourse context; the two
forms may be more distinguished in naturally occurring discourse.
Because of this stem-final alternation of [P] ∼ [t], in Angaité the [t] cannot unequiv-
ocably described as epenthesis as Gomes (2013) proposes for Sanapaná; affixation does not
add a segment in Angaité since the stem ends with a consonant in both cases. Rather, [P]
substitutes for [t], though the phonetic motivation for this process is unclear.
This [t] between affixes and stems also has a wider distribution in Angaité than what
Gomes describes in Sanapaná. It also appears between prefixes and stems that begin with a





In this case, the appearance of [t] has a clearer phonetic motivation. One allomorph of the
feminine agreement marker is ’ak-, so this ’at- variant likely appears due to place assimilation
of the feminine marker’s consonant to the initial consonant in the stem. This assimilation
occurs sporadically, as the ’ak- form also appears before alveolars. The prefix-stem alterna-
tion may ultimately be related to a different process than the stem-suffix alternation, since
in this case [k] and [t] seem to be in free variation while before -kok the [P] →[t] change is
consistent.
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2.1.4 /p/ ∼ /w/ alternation
In one token in my dataset, [p] and [w] alternate. This form is the word for Carandilla
Palm, a type of small palm that grows only in the Chaco regions of Paraguay, Argentina,
and a small portion of the Mato Grosso do Sul province in Brazil. The forms given by EG







These pronunciations are consistent, with EF producing wa’an at least twice. In one case,
EF and EG provided simultaneous translations of the word, where EF used the variant with
[w] and EG with [p] (see (20190717, 2, 35)).
Though EG and EF consistently and clearly produced forms with different initial
segments, neither form was corrected. Phonemes /p/ and /w/ are contrastive word-initially;
the dataset includes the minimal pair in (17) in which both phones contrast before /a/.
(17) a. vaapa’
waapaP
‘rat’ (20190708, 2, 93)
b. paapa’
paapaP
‘beeswax’ (20190710, 3, 35)
In this pair, /p/ and /w/ do not alternate. Waapa’ cannot mean ‘beeswax’ and paapa’
cannot mean ‘rat’.
The cause of this [p] ∼ [w] alternation is not clear. Both EG and EF produce /p/
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and /w/ in other tokens, so this alternation is not the result of an idiosyncratic phonemic
merger in one speaker. Given that EG and EF produce both phonemes in other words, the
variation in ‘Carandilla palm’ may either be due to idiosyncratic variation in that particular
term or dialectal variation between the two speakers. The latter hypothesis can be tested
with a survey of whether other speakers from different comunidades use pa’an or wa’an.
2.2 Nasals
Angaité has three nasals: /m, n, N/. To determine the phonemic status of these
phones, §2.2.1 considers minimal pairs and word-initial and final nasals. Nasal place assimi-
lation and word-medial nasals are considered in §2.2.2, and §2.2.3 discusses word-final nasal
glottalization.
2.2.1 Phonemic status of nasals
The dataset includes two (near) minimal pairs that demonstrate these contrasts, one
for /m/ ∼ /n/ and one for the /m/ ∼ /N/ contrast.
(18) /m/ ∼ /n/ contrast
a. meemeh
meemeh
‘mother’ (20190722, 1, 33)
b. neeme’
neemeP
‘udder’ (20190722, 1, 18)
(19) /m/ ∼ /N/ contrast
a. lheema’
ìeemaP




‘some species of Bromelia’ (20190718, 9)
Along with these pairs, the data include contrasting environments for these phonemes at
word margins. Both /m/ and /n/ can appear word-initially, though /N/ does not; the
absence of word-initial /N/ may be a phonotactic restriction or simply an accidental gap.
Table 2.7 shows word-initial /m/ and /n/.
Word-initial /m/
maaleng /maaleN/ ‘fox’ (20190715, 1, 70)
makva’ /makwaP/ ‘peanuts’ (20190722, 2, 16)
metke’ /metkeP/ ‘not, none’ (20190722, 1, 14)
mellhma’ /meìmaP/ ‘charcoal’ (20190723, 1, 62)
mo’ok /moPok/ ‘other’ (20190708, 3, 35)
momvav’ak /momwawPak/ ‘You don’t call me’ (20190722, 2, 26)
Word-initial /n/
naata’ /naataP/ ‘bird’ (20190722, 1, 11)
naptekteng /naptekteN/ ‘frog’ (20190708, 1, 43)
nentoska’ /nentoskaP/ ‘our pet (animal)’ (20190723, 1, 58)
neptaana’ /neptaanaP/ ‘jaguar’ (20190722, 1, 56)
Table 2.7: Word-initial environments for /m, n/
Though /n/ appears word-initially, it does not appear before /o/ in this position.
The majority of words that begin with /n/ in my corpus begin with /ne/ as part of the
first-person plural marker. As noted in §2.1, /o/ is the least-frequent vowel in the corpus;
word-initial /no/ is predicted to appear in a larger sample, given that /n/ can precede /o/
word-medially.
All three phonemic nasals can also appear word-finally, as in Table 2.8. All three




nepyayaam /nepjajaam/ ‘Asunción’ (20190708, 2, 27)
talhnaam /taìnaam/ ‘afternoon’ (20190708, 1, 7)
poktem /poktem/ ‘timbo’ (20190718)
’aknem /Paknem/ ‘day, hour’ (20190723, 2, 9)
Word-final /n/
lhengvan /ìeNwan/ ‘ysypo, liana’ (20190723, 1, 37)
’apsan /Papsan/ ‘toad’ (20190717, 2, 17)
yemen /jemen/ ‘water’ (20190708, 2, 97)
leemon /leemon/ ‘necklace’ (20190722, 2, 87)
Word-final /N/
tomahang /tomahaN/ ‘rabbit’ (20190723, 1, 41)
melapang /melapaN/ ‘cactus fruit’ (20190710, 3, 20)
kooneng /kooneN/ ‘beneath’ (20190710, 3, 8)
metekteng /metekteN/ ‘duck’ (20190708, 1, 72)
’ektong /PektoN/ ‘my arm’ (20190720, 2, 50)
haapong /haapoN/ ‘leafcutter ant mound’ (20190718)
Table 2.8: Word-final /m, n, N/
2.2.2 Nasal place assimilation
Nasal place assimilation neutralizes the distinction between nasals when they appear
before some sounds, but assimilation does not apply regularly over the entire inventory.
The distinction between nasals is always neutralized before /p, t, k/, where they undergo
regressive assimilation to the place of articulation of the following stop. This process is
most evident in feminine marked forms where the first nasal is always homorganic with the




‘beautiful’ (20190717, 1, 28)
3The underlying form of nasal feminine marker is probably ’ang-, /PaN-/ since the velar nasal also appears
before vowels. However, the [N] allomorph does not appear entirely consistently. The feminine person marker
also has an oral variant, ’ak-, [Pak-] and sometimes appears with no following consonant, ’a-, [Pa-]. Since /m,










‘You/she love(s) (something)’ (20190719, 1, 9)




‘type of bird’ (20190708, 2, 55)
b. mompehe’
mompeheP
‘type of fish (guaimikue)’ (20190715, 1, 22)
c. yentapa’
jentapaP






















‘We put salt in our food’ (20190723, 2, 21)
Though these homorganic nasals may result from assimilation, since they always appear,
and /m, n, N/ are contrastive, I treat them as underlying.















‘your/her father’ (20190708, 3, 49)
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The [ñ] phone does not appear anywhere except before the palatal glide /j/, so I analyze
it as an allophone of the other nasals (capital N above). I phonemically represent the nasal
before /j/ as /n/ when it surfaces as [ñ] (primarily to avoid confusing it with cases in which
[N] also surfaces before /j/). In (22), the target nasal is the final nasal of a person marker,




‘type of fish’ (20190723, 1, 39)
Like the examples in (21), I still treat [ñ] here as underlyingly /n/ which undergoes
assimilation to [ñ]. Because the palatal allophone only appears before /j/, it seems reasonable
to posit assimilation here, since the person markers show that assimilation is synchronically
active in at least some cases.
However, in a limited number of verbal constructions, place assimilation does not










‘You/she look(s) for wax palm’ (20190715, 1, 82)
4I present here examples with the -tingyay’a because it appears multiple times in the corpus, and the [Nj]
sequence appears consistently in each instance; other constructions which have a [Nj] sequence either only














‘We look for fish’ (20190715, 1, 85)
One hypothesis for this behavior is that this verb construction may be multi-morphemic,
with a morpheme boundary between the nasal and the glide which blocks the spread of
assimilation. Since the boundary between the person-markers and the stem does not prevent
assimilation, description of categories of verbal morphology is necessary to assess if morpheme
boundaries are relevant here. Alternatively, underlying velar nasals may be more resistant to
assimilation than /m, n/, a pattern which recurs when other natural classes are considered.
This option would help account for forms in the corpus where [N] surfaces where [ñ] is
predicted before /j/. When [N] surfaces in this /_ j environment, I take it to be underlying,
rather than /n/.5
Just as /j/ irregularly interacts with nasal place assimilation, other inconsistencies in
assimilation also surface in these data. Alveolar stops trigger regressive place assimilation
for all three nasals, (20), but other alveolar sounds affect /m/ more strongly than /N/. For
example, /N/ can surface before /ì/, but [mì] never does. Compare (25), with a homorganic




‘We got up already’ (20190717, 2, 57)
5In other words, because in some words /N/ is maintained before /j/ and in other words [ñ] appears
before /j/, I use /n/ for the underlying phoneme of the nasals which do assimilate and /N/ for the underlying





‘You/she go(es) (to Carpincho)’ (20190717, 1, 15)
Its interaction with nasal assimilation sets /ì/ apart from the other alveolars (/s, t, l/), before
which assimilation always occurs. This irregularity provides some basis for considering /ì/
to, at least some of the time, pattern as its own natural class.
The /ì/ also patterns differently than the other fricatives (/s, h/). Neither /m/ nor
/N/ appears before /s/; only /n/ surfaces in this position. However, all three nasals do
appear before /h/, (27).
(27) a. kemhaava’
kemhaawaP
‘puma’ (20190708, 1, 46)
b. semheya’
semhejaP













‘I throw (to someone)’ (20190710, 2, 73)
The fact that /h/ does not trigger nasal assimilation is unsurprising; no nasal is possible at
a glottal place of articulation. Together, the three fricatives form a continuum: /s/ which
appears only with [n]; /ì/ which appears with [n, N] but not [m], and /h/ which never triggers
assimilation (appears with [m, n, N]). The four alveolar sounds, as indicated previously, also
differ, with /t, s, l/ always triggering assimilation but /ì/ only sometimes causing /N/ →[n]
assimilation.
Like /h/, /w/ also does not interact with nasal place assimilation. All three nasals
appear before /w/, (28).6
(28) a. momvav’ak
momwawPak
‘You don’t call me’ (20190720, 2, 26)
b. ’onvetalhka’
PonwetaìkaP
‘goodbye’ (20190708, 3, 10)
c. nengvatneema’
neNwatneemaP
‘(It) burns’ (20190722, 1,24)
This behavior is more surprising than /h/, since both [m] and [N] are potentially available
targets for assimilation for /n/ before /w/. Additionally, /j/ does result in assimilation to
[ñ] in many cases, so the fact that /w/ does not trigger assimilation sets it apart from the
6Example (28a) is almost certainly multi-morphemic, but I have only one example of this form in the
corpus, and this was the translation provided for it. This may also only be the negator (with some T/A/M
marking?), and not the verb construction itself, but the datum isn’t clear.
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other glide.
These three exceptional cases—/w, h, ì/—show an asymmetrical system of nasal
assimilation. Nasals assimilate to the place of articulation of the following consonant, except
for before /h, w/, where they contrast. Furthermore, the contrast between /n/ and /N/ is
maintained before /ì/, but there is no contrast between /m/ and /n, N/ in this position.
Behaving differently from the other alveolars, /ì/ does not cause /N/ assimilation. It also
differs from the other fricatives by causing assimilation for only one nasal phoneme, unlike
/s/ which always triggers assimilation and /h/ which never does. And, finally, /j/ sometimes,
but not always results in the appearance of [ñ]; [N] is also possible before [j].
In monomorphemic words, or multimorphemic words which are always attested in
these data in the same constructions, it is impossible to determine whether place assim-
ilation is an active, synchronic process or an historical one. The person markers provide
evidence that at least some place assimilation is synchronically active, since these mark-
ers have a variety of environmentally-conditioned allomorphs. However, most word-medial
nasals always surface the same way, so the process could be either active or static based
on these data. Because of this uncertainty, phonemic representation of nasals in this paper
corresponds to their phonetic realization unless the phonetic realization is [ñ], in which case
it is phonemically represented as /n/.
All three phonemic nasals appear word-medially, either as onsets or codas, as in Table
2.9 for onset position and Table 2.10 for coda position. The phoneme /N/ only appears as
an onset before /a/ in these data. The explanation may be the same here as for word-initial
/no/ combinations, discussed above. However, this dataset is fairly small, and onset /Ne/
and /No/ clusters may appear in a larger sample. Presently, we can say that /N/ has a
more restricted distribution than /m/ and /n/, appearing neither word-initially nor as a
word-medial onset before /e, o/.
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Word-medial onset /m/
’ak.tay.ka.ma.ha /Paktajkamaha/ ‘You/she work(s)’ (20190710, 2, 67)
’a.pan.mah /Papanmah/ ‘You/he sow(s)’ (20190719, 1, 30)
ka.me.lang.ko.ho’ /kamelaNkohoP/ ‘slowly’ (20190723, 2, 7)
talh.nak.me’ /taìnakmeP/ ‘afternoon’ (20190717, 2, 54)
mee.mong /meemoN/ ‘palo santo’ (20190708, 2, 2)
lee.mon /leemon/ ‘necklace’ (20190722, 2, 87)
Word-medial onset /n/
nen.ye.naq.te.ma’ /nenjenaqtemaP/ ‘strong’ (20190708, 2, 94)
talh.nak.me’ /taìnakmeP/ ‘afternoon (20190717, 2, 54)
’a.me.nek /Pamenek/ ‘her calf (body part)’ (20190716, 1, 35)
so.mo.ne.ye’ /somonejeP/ ‘watermelon’ (20190708, 2, 8)
’ak.yelh.no.yay.ka.ha /Pakjeìnojajkaha/ ‘year/December’ (20190710, 3, 17)
Word-medial onset /N/
ne.nga.voot.ma’ /neNawootmaP/ ‘We weave’ (20190722, 2, 71)
’ak.lhe.nga.ma’ /PakìeNamaP/ ‘You/she walk(s)’ (20190710, 2, 84)
lhe.nga’ /ìeNaP/ ‘some species of Bromelia’ (20190718)
Table 2.9: Word-medial onset /m, n, N/
Word-medial coda /m/
’e.ma.lhem.pe.nek /Pemaìempenek/ ‘my cheek’ (20190710. 2, 42)
’am.pe.nek ’apyesvasema’ /Pampenek PapjeswasemaP/ ‘kururu pytã’ (20190717, 2, 18)
lhen.tam.pe’ /ìentampeP/ ‘widower’ (20190715, 1, 19)
sem.hen /semhen/ ‘dog’ (20190708, 3, 7)
kem.haa.va’ /kemhaawaP/ ‘puma’ (20190708, 1, 46)
mom.pe.he’ /mompeheP/ ‘guaimikue’ (type of fish) (20190715, 1, 22)
te.mom.’a’ /temomPaP/ ‘karaguatá’ (2019717, 2, 32)
mom.vav.’ak /momwawPak/ ‘You don’t call me’ (20190720, 2, 26)
Word-medial coda /n/
’as.kan.mah /Paskanmah/ ‘I sow’ (20190708, 2, 28)
’an.ta.va’ /PantawaP/ ‘poroto del monte’ (20190708, 2, 6)
’an.mo.wa.ma’ /PanmowamaP/ ‘rifle’ (20190723, 2, 30)
yen.taa.pa’ /jentaapaP/ ‘firewood’ (20190719, 1, 36)
’as.yen.ha.ma /Pasjenhama/ ‘I throw (to someone)’ (20190710, 2, 73)
Word-medial coda /N/
’ang.ken /PaNken/ ‘your/her mother’ (20190722, 1, 34)
’ang.lheng.ke’ /PaNìeNkeP/ ‘You/she go(es)’ (20190717, 1, 15)
nen.teng.yay.’a /nenteNjajPa/ ‘We look for (something)’ (20190715, 1, 82)
pas.kong.kong /paskoNkoN/ ‘ant’ (20190708, 2, 90)
’a.song.ko.e’ /PasoNkoeP/ ‘ugly (?)’ (20190723, 2, 16)
Table 2.10: Word-medial coda /m, n, N/
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2.2.3 Creaky voice and nasals
Some sources on Enlhet-Enenlhet languages indicate that word-final nasals (and per-
haps other sonorants) are glottalized. Key and Comrie (2015), based on Unruh and Kalisch
(1997) (listed as Sanapaná) includes glottalization on some word-final nasals and glides, and
a glottal stop coda in some words; some other words end with plain nasals or glides, or
open syllables. In this case, the word-final glottalization is not predictable and is included
in a phonemic transcription provided by the list. In contrast to their previous work, Unruh
and Kalisch (1999b) state that a glottal stop always appears after word-final nasals and
vowels in Enlhet. They choose not to represent this segment in the orthography because its
appearance is predictable.
Unruh and Kalisch’s evolving analysis of Enlhet presents two potential options to
examine in Angaité. The earlier system used in the Enlhet dictionary and Key and Comrie
(2015) indicates that sometimes word-final nasals and glides are glottalized, while sometimes
sonorants, including vowels, can appear word-finally with no glottalization. Kalisch and
Unruh subsequently altered the Enlhet orthography to reflect a revised analysis that takes
glottalization and glottal stops at word-margins to be entirely predictable. Despite these
differing stances, these two analyses do converge on one point: glottalized sonorants appear
only word-finally and not word-medially.
As discussed in §2.1.2, §2.3.1 and §4.6, creaky voice appears in Angaité both word-
finally and word-medially. Unruh and Kalisch’s analysis of Enlhet does not consider word-
medial creak; one issue in the analysis of Angaité, then, is determining whether word-medial
creak is governed by the same process(es) as word-final glottalization. Creak in the Angaité
data may be due to a variety of sources: suprasegmental processes at the word or utterance
level, where creak seems to always appear; underlying /P, h/ realized as phonation and pitch
changes; or factors specific to the production of words in isolation. Impressionistically, some
words that end with nasals are creakier than others. This creak is reflected in measures of
local jitter for the final rime (vowel + nasal), calculated by Praat as the difference between
consecutive periods (glottal pulses) divided by the average period. Compare Figure 2.1,
the spectrogram for the final rime of ’aknem ‘day’ and Figure 2.2, for ’aptomahang ‘rabbit’.
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Local jitter for the rime in ’aknem is 2.393% compared to 1.096% in ’aptomahang. Visually,
this higher amount of creak in ’aknem can be observed in the more irregular spacing of the
blue bars marking glottal pulses on the waveform.
Figure 2.1: Spectrogram for em in ’aknem, produced by EF (20190708, 1, 71)
Figure 2.2: Spectrogram for ang for ’aptomahang, produced by EF (20190710, 2, 8)
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Further complicating this picture is that van Gysel (2017) does not mention glottal-
ization of sonorants in his discussion of Sanapaná, though he does discuss glottalization of
/ì/ which does not appear in other Enlhet-Enenlhet languages. These various treatments of
glottalization indicate both that the phenomenon varies, perhaps substantially, within the
family, and that it interacts with word or phrase-level prosody, which is beyond the scope
of this paper. At present, the Angaité data provide clear evidence for the three phonemic
nasals /m, n, N/ and suggest some interaction between these segments and phonation which
may be (or not) contrastive.
2.3 Fricatives
The three phonemic fricatives in Angaité are /s/, /ì/, and /h/. The data do not
contain minimal pairs for these contrasts. There are, however, (near) minimal pairs showing
that both alveolar fricatives contrast with /t/, as in Table 2.11.
’akvetay’a’ ‘You/he see(s)’ (20190717, 1, 11) ’akvesay’a ‘You/she are/is named’ (20190710, 3, 32)
/PakwetajPaP/ /PakwesajPaP/
taata’ ‘father’ (20190710, 2, 17) taalha’ ‘fire’ (20190708, 1, 1)
/taataP/ /taaìaP/
Table 2.11: (Near) minimal pairs showing alveolar contrasts
Though there are not minimal pairs in this dataset that demonstrate the contrast
between the fricatives, as in other natural classes, the three phonemes appear in contrast-
ing environments (word-initial, word-final, word-medial onset and coda). All three sounds
appear word-initially, in Table 2.12.
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Word-initial /s/
saangah /saaNah/ ‘lagoon’ (20190722, 1, 6)
kelyapetsanake’ /keljapetsanakeP/ ‘vulture’ (20190708, 1, 68)
sesenhe’ /sosenheP/ ‘net bag’ (20190710, 3, 48)
sepo’ /sepoP/ ‘manioc’ (20190708, 2, 12)
somoneye’ /somonejeP/ ‘watermelon’ (20190720, 1, 37)
sosekha’ /sosekhaP/ ‘tomorrow’ (20190717, 1, 7)
Word-initial /ì/
lhalhanha’ /ìaìanhaP/ ‘together’ (20190717, 1, 7)
lhamakha’ /ìamakhaP/ ? something to do with reciprocals? (20190723, 1, 53)
lheya’ /ìejaP/ ‘2/3f (20190723, 1, 53)
lhepop /ìepop/ ‘dust’ (20190722, 1, 50)
lheema’ /ìeemaP/ ‘alone’ (20190716, 1, 62)
Word-initial /h/
hasnengakok /hasneNakok/ ‘(It) hears (me)’ (20190719, 1, 20)
haapong /haapoN/ ‘small white fish-eating bird’ (20190722, 2, 26)
heva’ /hewaP/ ‘spear’ (20190710, 3, 41)
heta’aye’ /hetaPajeP/ ‘You/she see(s) (me)’ (20190715, 2, 21)
Table 2.12: Word-initial /s, ì, h/
Fricatives can also appear word-medially. /s, ì/ can appear either as onsets or codas,
but /h/ appears only as an onset word-medially. Since /h/ patterns like /s, ì/ elsewhere,
it may simply be less frequent in this position and could appear there in a larger sample.
Alternatively, since /h/ is a weak consonant compared to /s, ì/ it may just not appear in
word-medial codas. If the latter is true, one could likely refer to an historical explanation
for this gap in the distribution, since deletion of /h/ is a common diachronic change. Table




’a.san.mah /Pasanmah/ ‘I sow’ (20190708, 3, 33)
hat.sap /hatsap/ ‘toucan’ (20190718)
’a.lat.se.he’ /PalatseheP/ ‘corn’ (20190708, 2, 16)
’at.se.ta’ /PatsetaP/ ‘passion flower’ (20190717, 2, 33)
’at.so.se.ko.e’ /PatsosekoeP/ ‘early morning’ (20190720, 1, 54)
’ak.ma.so.ma /Pakmasoma/ ‘You/she are/is ugly’ (20190710, 3, 81)
nek.so.ma’ /neksomaP/ ‘grasshopper’ (20190710, 2, 19)
Word-medial onset /ì/
’a.lhang.kok /aìaNkok/ ‘your/her house’ (20190722, 1, 44)
’ap.kel.yep.lhay.’a /PapkeljepìajPa/ ‘You/he cut (something) (20190710, 3, 42)
’ak.lhe.nga.ma’ /PakìeNamaP/ ‘You/she walk(s)’ (20190710, 2, 84)
’an.ya.lho’ /PanjaìoP/ ‘your/her sister’ (20190719, 1, 9)
Word-medial onset /h/
’a.han.kok /Pahankok/ ‘your/her house’ (20190716, 1, 26)
nen.ta.hay.ka.ma.ha /nentahajkamaha/ ‘We work’ (20190717, 1, 6)
’ak.yey.hee.ma’ /PakjejheemaP/ ‘You/she dance(es)’ (20190710, 2, 76)
’ap.yem.pe.hek /Papjempehek/ ‘your/his skin’ (20190720, 2, 46)
ko.ya.ye.ho.ho’ /kojajehohoP/ ‘fast’ (20190723, 2, 6)
’at.so.ho’ /PatsohoP/ ‘sweet’ (20190708, 2, 52)
Table 2.13: Word-medial onset /s, ì, h/
Word-medial coda /s/
’a.nayk.mas.ka.ma’ /PanajkmaskamaP/ ‘You/she sing(s)’ (20190716, 1, 14)
’ak.me.as.ma’ /PakmeasmaP/ ‘You/she speak(s)’ (20190722, 1, 25)
’e.yas.pok /Pejaspok/ ‘my neck’ (20190710, 2, 34)
ye.nak.tes.ke’ /jenakteskeP/ ‘night’ (20190720, 1, 45)
’as.tos.ka’ /PastoskaP/ ‘my (pet) animal’ (20190708, 3, 45)
mo.sak.ha’ /mosakhaP/ ‘I/you/we don’t bring’ (201970820, 2, 30)
Word-medial coda /ì/
talh.nak.me’ /taìnakmeP/ ‘afternoon’ (20190722, 2, 58)
’a.kalh.kok /Pakaìkok/ ‘your/her tongue’ (20190722, 2, 58)
pelh.mok /peìmok/ ‘grease, fat’ (20190710, 2, 53)
kelh.vo.ye’ /keìwojeP/ ‘soon’ (20190723, 2, 11)
yan.telh.kaa.pa’ /janteìkaapaP/ ‘year’ (2019010, 3, 16)
’olh.te.nak.sek /Poìtenaksek/ ‘I will tell (someone)’ (20190716, 1, 43)
Table 2.14: Word-medial coda /s, ì/
All three fricatives also appear word-finally, though this position is infrequent com-
pared to the plosives and nasals; see Table 2.15. In these data the fricatives are less frequent
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Word-final /s/
qaames /qaames/ ‘cat’ (20190722, 1, 54)
teeves /teewes/ ‘Jungleplum’ (20190715, 1, 3)
Word-final /ì/
kolayelh /kolajeì/ ‘easy’ (20190710, 3, 72)
pelhpa’alh /peìpaPaì/ ‘bow’ (20190723, 2, 27)
Word-final /h/
lalyah /laljah/ ‘dew’ (20190710, 3, 3)
’askanmah /Paskanmah/ ‘I plant’ (20190720, 1, 33)
yalvah /jalwah/ ‘three-banded armadillo’ (20190708, 1, 61)
saangah /saaNah/ ‘swamp’ (20190710, 1, 7)
Table 2.15: Word-final /s, ì, h/
than the plosives and nasals, and their distributions are also more restricted. /ì/ appears
more than /s/ in word-medial coda position, and /h/ is more restricted, as it never appears
as a word-medial coda. Currently, /s/ is only attested word-finally following /e/, and /h/
only after /a/. /ì/ appears word finally with both /e, a/, but not /o/. Given that the frica-
tives are less frequent than the stops and nasals, I expect that these apparent restrictions
on word-final fricative-vowel combinations are an accidental gap. All three fricatives also
have slightly different behavior with respect to nasal assimilation, discussed in §2.2.2, with
/h/ never causing place assimilation, /s/ always causing it, and /ì/ apparently triggering
assimilation for /m/ but not /N/.
2.3.1 Creaky voice and /h/
Similar to /P/ discussed in §2.1.2, /h/ also alternates with creaky voice on adjacent
vowels, particularly word-medially. In careful pronunciation, /h/ is clearly pronounced, but
in faster or more connected speech, it is often realized as creak on the following vowel, as in











‘pig’ (20190708, 3, 42, EF)
Sometimes this realization is also accompanied by syllable deletion, where the creaky
vowel is the only thing that remains from the deleted syllable. This is the case in (30a),
where the syllable with /h/ is deleted, and the final vowel is realized with creak. Compare








‘I sow sweet potato’ (2019708, 2, 31, EG)
EG seems to be more prone to this syllable deletion and realization of /h/ as creaky voice,
which suggests that it may partially be an age or dialect related feature. However, both
EF and EG do produce these alternations, indicating that the variation is not entirely id-
iosyncratic. In this way, /h/ patterns similarly to /P/; both glottal consonants are realized
as creaky voice in rapid pronunciation. However, determining the underlying representa-
tion here is slightly more straightforward than with /P/, since utterance-final glottalization
cannot be mistaken for an underlying /h/ in careful speech.
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2.4 Laterals
Like some other Chaco languages (Mataco-Mataguayo family and Vilela (Lule-Vilela),
see Campbell, 2012; 2013), Angaité’s inventory includes a class of laterals which contrast
based on mode of articulation. Some authors have analyzed this feature as propagated by
contact between Chaco languages, though in the case of Enlhet-Enenlhet languages shoring
up this argument requires more descriptive and historical work than is currently available.
The voiceless lateral fricative was discussed along with other fricatives in §2.3. This section
deals with /l/, which patterns differently enough from the other approximants to warrant a
separate discussion.
Both laterals occur relatively infrequently compared to other consonants, especially
the plosives and nasals, though /ì/ is more common than /l/. It appears at the beginning
of words, as in Table 2.16. In my data, /l/ appears more frequently before /a/, while /ì/
latsehe’ /latseheP/ ‘corn’ (20190720, 1, 31)
lalyah /laljah/ ‘dew’ (20190710, 3, 3)
lahak /lahak/ ‘hook’ (20190710, 3, 42)
leemon /leemon/ ‘necklace’ (20190722, 2, 87)
Table 2.16: Word-initial /l/
more frequently appears before /e/. This corpus is too small to determine whether this is a
broad pattern in the language or an incidental sampling bias. Furthermore, /ì/ does appear
before /a/ just as /l/ does appear before /e/, so the distributions are not complementary.
Like /ì/, /l/ also appears word-medially either as a syllable onset or a coda, as in
Table 2.17. Unlike /ì/, however, /l/ never appears word-finally. Borrowing accommodations
indicate that this absence is not an accident of the sample. For example, the personal
name ‘Marcial’ is pronounced [maRsja] or [masja], with the final /l/, which is pronounced in
Spanish, eliminated.
Other sonorants (nasals and glides) frequently do appear word-finally, which makes
it surprising that /l/ never occurs in this position. One option is that word-final devoicing
causes a neutralization of /l/ and /ì/ in that position. This analysis predicts that some
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Word-medial onset /l/
’as.ka.me.lak.me’ /PaskamelakmeP/ ‘I love (something)’ (20190719, 1, 7)
tem.pee.la’ /tempeelaP/ ‘type of water bird’ (20190722, 1, 7)
maa.leng /maaleN/ ‘fox’ (20190715, 1, 70)
se.lek.lek /seleklek/ ‘butterfly’ (20190722, 1, 4)
’ak.loo.ma /Paklooma/ ‘You/she is/are bad’ (20190710, 3, 68)
’as.loo.ma /Paslooma/ ‘I am bad’ (20190719, 1, 45)
Word-medial coda /l/
’al.yas.kes.ka.ma’ /PaljaskeskamaP/ ‘You/she enter(s)’ (20190716, 1, 52)
yal.vah /jalwah/ ‘three-banded armadillo’ (20190715, 1, 74)
kel.va.na /kelwana/ ‘woman’ (20190708, 1, 29)
’ang.kel.yak /PaNkeljak/ ‘You/she boil(s) (something)’ (2019010, 2, 51)
mol.yas.kaa.lhak /moljaskaaìak/ ‘You/she do(es) not wash’ (20190720, 2, 8)
Table 2.17: Word-medial /l/
forms that end in /ì/ should show /l/ at the end of the stem when an additional suffix is









But, it does not explain why the /l/ is deleted in borrowings rather than changed to /ì/.
Alternatively, since /l/ is relatively infrequent compared to the other sonorants, it may just
have a slightly more restricted distribution. Future elicitation based on a more comprehensive
morphological description should be able to work this out.
2.5 Glides
Angaité also has two phonemic glides, /w/ and /j/. The evidence for phonemic
glides comes from glides in onset position, where they contrast with the other consonants.
The elicited data contains a near-minimal quadruplet for this contrast: yaapa’ ‘money’ ∼
vaapa’ ‘rat’ ∼ paapa’ ‘beeswax’ ∼ taata’ ‘father’. For examples of the glides in contrasting
word-initial environments, see Table 2.18.
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Word-initial /j/
yapa’ /jaapaP/ ‘money’ (20190708, 2, 89)
yamapataymenek /jamapatajmenek/ ‘sugar’ (20190708, 2, 50)
yaamet /jaamet/ ‘tree’ (20190708, 2, 96)
yetalheng /jetaìeN/ ‘horse’ (20190716, 1, 25)
yetayavhan /jetajawhan/ ‘honey’ (20190723, 2, 22)
yemen /jemen/ ‘water’ (20190708, 2, 97)
Word-initial /w/
vaapa’ /waapaP/ ‘rat’ (20190722, 1, 54)
valayo’ /walajoP/ ‘foreigner’ (20190708, 3, 61)
vaavo’ /waawoP/ ‘maned wolf’ (20190717, 2, 3)
venak /wenak/ ‘right now’ (20190722, 2, 38)
velhaasek /weìaasek/ ‘type of many legged bug’ (20190720, 2, 38)
vona’ /wonaP/ ‘net bag’ (borrowed from Guaraní) (20190710, 2, 70)
Table 2.18: Word-initial /j, w/
This dataset does not include any examples of word-initial glides preceding /o/ in
native Angaité words. The only example of a glide before /o/ appears in vona’, ‘net bag’,
which is borrowed from Guaraní (the Angaité word for this item is sosenhe’7). As noted in
the discussion of other consonants, /o/ is generally less common than /a/ and /e/, especially
in initial syllables because /o/ does not appear in person markers.
Glides also contrast with other consonants in word-medial onset position, as in Table
2.19. I do not analyze sequences of a vowel followed by a glide as diphthongs (see Chapter 3),
but to avoid any ambiguity, the examples here are ones in which the glide is unequivocally an
onset (i.e. following another consonant) and cannot be interpreted as part of the preceding
nucleus. The /j/ is unique as the only palatal sound in the inventory, and as such plays a
special role with respect to its relationship to nasals, where it conditions a nasal allophone,
[ñ], the only non-phonemic nasal allophone. As described in §2.2.2, all other cases of nasal
place assimilation result in neutralization rather than an allophone that never appears as its
own phoneme.
Though glides appear to pattern like other consonants in onset position, there is a
history of theoretical debate in phonological literature over whether glides and high vowels
7This word is one which has a vowel alternation. It is sometimes pronounced [sEsEnhEP]; the pronunciation
with /o/ is more frequent, so I take it to be underlying.
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Word-medial onset /j/
’ap.ya.ma’ /PapjamaP/ ‘You/he drink(s)’ (20190722, 2, 24)
’as.teng.ya.’ay /PasteNjaPaj/ ‘I search (for something)’ (20190719, 1, 36)
’ap.yem.pe.hek /Papjempehek/ ‘your/his skin’ (20190720, 2, 46)
’ap.yeng.kek /PapjeNkek/ ‘You/he drinks (mate)’ (20190717, 1, 33)
Word-medial onset /w/
’ang.kel.va.na /PaNkelwana/ ‘woman’ (20190722, 1, 30)
’al.va.ta’ /PalwataP/ ‘saltwater pond, river’ (20190708, 2, 38)
’as.ve.ta.ye’ /PaswetajeP/ ‘I see’ (20190708, 3, 38)
’on.ve.talh.ka’ /PonwetaìkaP/ ‘goodbye/see you later’ (20190708, 3, 10)
kelh.vo.ye’ /keìwojeP/ ‘soon/fast’ (20190723, 2, 11)
Table 2.19: Word-medial onset /j, w/
should be considered separate phonemes or positional variants of one another with syllable
structure or prosody determining which surfaces. Therefore, in order to argue that glides
are phonemic they should not only pattern like other consonants but also their distribution
should not be predictable based on the distribution of vowels, particularly high vowels.
This question is taken up here, where I ultimately conclude that glides and high vowels are
separate phonemes.
Levi (2011) provides a typology of vocoid systems, presented in Table 2.20, with
eight logically possible options, not all of which are attested in natural language. In Types
I through IV, only one phoneme is underlying, either /G/ or /V/, with either one or two
allophones [V], [G], or both. Types V through VIII all have two underlying phonemes.
One-phoneme systems Two-phoneme systems
Type I /V/ ∼ [V] Type V /V/ ∼ [V] /G/ ∼ [G]
Type II /G/ ∼ [G] Type VI /V/ ∼ [V, G] /G/ ∼ [G]
Type III /V/ ∼ [V, G] Type VII /V/ ∼ [V] /G/ ∼ [G, V]
Type IV /G/ ∼ [G, V] Type VIII /V/ ∼ [V, G] /G/ ∼ [G, V]
Table 2.20: Typology of vocoid systems, from Levi (2011)
Per Levi, Types IV and VII are unattested. As an explanation, she proposes an
implicational universal that glides may not alternate with high vowels if phonemic vowels do
not alternate with glides, which accounts for the absence of both Types IV and VII.
The system that I propose for Angaité is Type II, where glides are underlying and
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appear only as glides, and there is no alternation with high vowels. Though some high vowel
phones do appear in Angaité, they are not in complementary distribution with glides but
rather are allophones of mid vowels /e, o/. At first glance, glides and high vowels do appear
to have separate environments: glides can appear word-initially and vowels never do, and
high vowels appear as nuclei, which glides never do. However, VV sequences (hiatus) appear








‘It rains’ (20190722, 1, 22)
We also get [ja] sequences in these same environments. See (33) where [j] appears in two
environments: /C[stop]_a, (33a), and /N_a, (33b).
(33) a. ’apyayaam
[Papjajaam]





‘my older sibling’ (20190722, 1, 38)
8Vowel hiatus is its own acoustic question which merits some closer analysis at a later date. The cases that
I call hiatus here are those in which (a) I clearly heard two syllables and, more importantly, (b) transitions
between the two vowels on a spectrogram are fairly direct, with no sign of a glide indicated in either formant
transitions or decreased intensity.
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One might argue that the VV sequences are only allowed when realizing one of the mid
Vs as a glide would create a disallowed consonant cluster. This rule works for (32a), where
realizing [i] as [j] would create a tautosyllabic consonant cluster. However, in (32b), [j] could
appear instead of [i] without causing a disallowed cluster. Since GV sequences appear in
similar environments, predicting this vowel ∼ glide alternation is impossible, indicating that
glides and high vowels belong to separate phonemes.
If this examination of vowel ∼ glide alternations is expanded to include vowel hiatus
with mid vowels, (34) and (35) are also comparable.
(34) maek
[maek]
‘hunger’ (20190722, 2, 1)
(35) ’anaykmaskama’
[PanajkmaskamaP]
‘You/she sings’ (20190719, 1, 42)
In (35), as discussed further in Chapter 3, the sequence [najk] creates either an exceptional
coda consonant cluster [jk] or a diphthong. If this syllable underlyingly contained a VV
sequence [ae] the appearance of [j] instead of [e] would be highly unexpected, since a surface
[e] with vowel hiatus would not produce an irregular cluster. This option would rather create
a sequence of [NV.Vk] identical to what appears in (34). Since both options are available
in Angaité, the only explanation is that (34) contains two underlying vowel phonemes and
(35) contains a vowel-consonant sequence.9
9Furthermore, (34) functions similarly to other bisyllabic words with two full vowels in that the second
vowel has a higher pitch. I compared both vowels in maek with two other bisyllabic words with similar
shapes (yaayet ‘gourd’, yaamet ‘tree’) and found that the second vowel was higher pitched in all cases by
between 20 and 80 Hz. I also measured vowel duration for these three words and three other words which
do not appear to have long vowels (akpet ‘cactus fruit’, mepop ‘bat’ and tahan ‘fish hook’) and found that
in all cases the first vowel was longer than the second, though the difference in maek is about 8ms, which is
negligible. Over two repetitions each of ’anaykmaskama’ and maek, maek is also 99.23ms longer on average
than the najk syllable. This duration and pitch information should be followed up with more controlled
recordings before being considered definitive but as a first pass indicates that maek is two syllables with
vowel hiatus, while nayk in ’anaykmaskama’ is one.
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Further support for treatment of glides as phonemes separate from the vowels comes
from nasal place assimilation. The [j] often triggers nasal assimilation to [ñ]. If [j] is a
positional variant of [i], we might expect [i] to also cause nasal assimilation to [ñ]. However,












‘two’ (20190716, 1 , 51)
These pieces of evidence taken together—nasal place assimilation with [j] but not [i], unpre-
dictable vowel hiatus, and distribution of high vowels compared to mid vowels—suggest that
glides before vowels are not positional variants of high vowels but rather separate phonemes




Though glides are phonemic consonants in Angaité, their status in VG sequences
is not so clear. One possibility is that glides in VG sequences are the offglide of falling
diphthongs. Alternatively, glides in VG sequences may be coda consonants, forming VC
sequences. Both analyses result in glides participating in heavy syllables in Angaité, either
CVV syllables or CVC ones. Both options also create some irregularities in allowable syllable
structures and consonant distributions within syllables.
Typological literature on syllable structure provides some context toward untangling
this problem in Angaité. The literature reviewed here suggests a variety of avenues for
future research that would clarify some of the issues arising here. In this way, the typological
literature informs my future fieldwork trajectory perhaps more than it directs the conclusions
of this particular project.
3.1 Evidence for Syllables
The broadest issue related to syllables is whether the syllable is a universally rele-
vant (or present) unit. Hyman (2010) presents five possible arenas in which one might find
evidence for the syllable and argues that evidence in at least one of these is necessary in a
given language: (1) distributional constraints governed by syllable structure, (2) phonolog-
ical or (3) morphological rules conditioned by syllable structure, (4) prosodic processes or
word-stress that target the syllable, and (5) prosodic grouping of syllables into higher-order
constituents like feet.
Without a more thorough analysis of Angaité morphology and syntax, evidence of
morphological rules conditioned by syllable structure is not apparent. However, consonant
distribution in Angaité does provide some evidence for syllable structure. Regardless of how
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VG sequences are analyzed, Angaité allows no more than two consonants per syllable (with a
very small set of possible exceptions, see §3.5.1). Furthermore, within a syllable consonants
may not be adjacent, though they may be juxtaposed across syllable boundaries.
Prosody also presents some evidence for the relevance of the syllable. Stress is pri-
marily word-final, with the exception of some affixes that seem not to take stress (or perhaps
other morphology attracts it). This impressionistic analysis of stress placement, based on my
perception of the stressed syllable in each unit, would benefit from a systematic investiga-
tion of the acoustic correlates of stress. At the moment, however, it appears that word-level
prominence targets syllables, regardless of how exactly that prominence is realized.
Also in his discussion of syllables as organizing units, Hyman (2010) argues that
syllables may not be equally relevant in every language, even if they are universal. Hyman
previously argued that Gokana (Ogoni) did not have syllables. Here, he argues against this
earlier analysis and shows that stems in Gokana, which are CVV(C)VV, do indicate some
marginal evidence for syllable structure. He proposes that, just as some languages vary in
their attention to tone, stress, nasalization, or glottalization, there may be languages which
attend very little to syllables and others, like English or Japanese, which more robustly rely
on the syllable as an organizing structure. The answer to this question in Angaité remains
to be seen, though this analysis suggests that Angaité attends to syllables at least enough
to limit the number of segments that can appear in each one.
3.2 Syllable Structure Markedness
If we accept based on consonant distribution and stress assignment that Angaité has
syllables, the next question is whether the syllables that appear are typologically marked
or unmarked. A large portion of the literature on syllables is devoted to defining syllable
structure markedness. One key concern is syllable weight and which parts of the syllable
contribute to it. In general, Hyman (2006) notes that onsets do not contribute to syllable
weight. Syllable rimes contribute to weight; a diphthong creates a heavy syllable compared
to a monophthong, and a closed syllable creates a heavy syllable compared to an open one.
Whether different rime configurations (diphthongs vs. long vowels vs. coda consonants)
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contribute equally to syllable weight is a language specific question.
Often, syllables prefer to have an onset consonant, ideally just one, and an open coda
position, making CV a common syllable structure (Carlisle 2001). The preference for single-
consonant onsets is so strong that it is sometimes formulated as an implication: if a language
has syllables with n onset consonants, the language will also have syllables with n− 1 onset
consonants. This implication holds unless n = 1; CV syllables do not imply the presence of
headless (V) syllables. Diachronic evidence supports this preference for CV syllables. Over
time, CCV syllables tend to reduce the number of onset consonants, and CVC syllables tend
to lose coda consonants, moving toward CV syllables (Carlisle 2001).
Though cross-linguistic and diachronic evidence suggests that headed syllables are
common and perhaps preferable to headless structures, exceptions do exist. For exam-
ple, Breen and Pensalfini (1999) present evidence from reduplication and syllable-reordering
games (Rabbit Talk) to show that Arrernte (Arandic, Central Australia) includes only un-
derlying VC structures. Consonant-initial and vowel-final words surface only due to phono-
logical processes related to vowel weakening and deletion. However, in the case of Angaité,
the data do not currently support a VC-only (or VC-preferable) analysis. Most strikingly,
all words in Angaité begin with consonants; in Arrernte words that begin with consonants
are shown to have an underlying weak /e/ which deletes in phrase-initial position. There is
no evidence for a similar process in Angaité. Furthermore, unlike in the Arrernte case, in
which Breen and Pensalfini (1999) argue that final vowels belong to the first syllable of the
following word, in Angaité most words also end with consonants, making an underlying VC
pattern unparsimonious if not impossible. Thus, though Arrernte’s VC pattern provides an
interesting counter-example to the implicational universal formulated in Carlisle (2001), a
more economical analysis in Angaité is one which prefers headed syllables to headless ones.
Syllable structure is also sensitive to segment sonority. The Sonority Sequencing
Principle (SSP) states that the most sonorous element in a syllable is a nucleus with sonority
decreasing in either direction. Even languages like Polish with large tautosyllabic consonant
clusters can be shown to attend at least minimally to the SSP in syllable structure (Bethin
2011). The SSP is not absolute, with two main violations found cross-linguistically: plateaus
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and reversals. Plateaus, where the sonority does not change from one segment to the other,
are more common than reversals, where sonority actually dips between the margin and the
nucleus of the syllable (Carlisle 2001). The sonority hierarchy itself may be slightly language
specific, leading to cross-linguistic variations in the SSP’s realization.
Angaité syllables also obey the SSP. The most sonorant element in each syllable works
as the nucleus (always a vowel), with sonority decreasing toward the margin. Angaité does
not generally allow consonsonant clusters, but the one exception follows the SSP as well,
with a glide closer to the nucleus followed by an obstruent.
3.3 Typology of Diphthongs
The main issue at hand in Angaité is the question of whether diphthongs are present.
Sánchez Miret (1998) provides a typology of diphthongs that helps locate the patterns in
Angaité in a cross-linguistic context. Diphthongs can be divided into two major groups:
falling diphthongs where the gliding portion follows the steady-state nucleus, and rising
diphthongs where the gliding portion precedes the nucleus. Falling diphthongs are cross-
linguistically more common; Sánchez Miret (1998) proposes that this pattern appears because
falling diphthongs make the nucleus more prominent while rising diphthongs do the opposite.
An additional distinction between falling and rising diphthongs appears in Cangnan Southern
Min Chinese, where Hu and Ge (2016) find that falling diphthongs are realized with one
articulatory gesture while rising diphthongs are two more separate gestures. They propose
that the pronunciation of falling and rising diphthongs may be language specific.
Sánchez Miret (1998) also highlights diachronic trends. For example, he notes that
falling diphthongs tend to evolve into VC sequences while rising diphthongs tend to become
CV sequences. That is, the gliding portion tends eventually to be realized as a consonant.
Falling diphthongs also regularly evolve into rising diphthongs, which, in turn, often become
monophthongs, while the reverse is rare; rising diphthongs do not often become falling ones.
Height distinctions also affect the realization of diphthongs and help describe how
diphthongization articulates with vowel hiatus. Crosslinguistic evidence points to the ideal
diphthong being one whose two elements have a maximally different sonority (determined
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by height). In cases with adjacent vowels of about the same sonority languages prefer hiatus
to diphthongization (Sánchez Miret 1998). So, sequences of /eO/ or /oE/, for example,
are more likely to be realized as hiatus, while /aI/ or /oI/ more often become diphthongs.
Since /i, u/ are the lowest sonority vowels, they are ideal candidates for diphthong offglides,
combining with most other vowels without resulting in hiatus. Since diphthongs prefer their
two elements to be maximally different, Sánchez Miret (1998) finds that /aI/ is the sequence
most likely to be realized as a diphthong.
The VG sequences at issue in Angaité are predicted based on Sánchez Miret (1998).
They consist of a vowel, either mid or low, followed by a glide, a low sonority element. The
most common combination is, indeed, /aj/, where the two elements are maximally different
in sonority. Per Sánchez Miret, these sequences are likely to be treated as diphthongs, though
based on the distribution of consonants and syllable structures I argue that this is not the
best analysis for Angaité.
3.4 Vowel Hiatus Resolution Strategies
As hinted in §3.3, diphthongs and vowel hiatus are closely related, where two jux-
taposed vowels with highly different sonority are likely to be realized as diphthongs while
vowels with similar sonority are more often realized as hiatus. Vowel hiatus can be resolved
by forming a diphthong—by realizing one vowel as a glide or inserting a glide between
them—or deleting one of the two vowels. Transition timing is likely a helpful acoustic cue
for determining whether a segment is realized as a vowel or as a glide. For example, Jaggers
(2018) finds that transition earliness in American English is the best indicator of whether a
sequence begins with [j] or [i]; that is, whether hiatus has been resolved via glide formation.
Other acoustic studies of American English have found that hiatus resolution is sen-
sitive not only to typological constraints but also to word (and morpheme) boundaries and
other prosodic processes. Davidson and Erker (2014) examine three types of sequences:
VGV sequences within a word, VV sequences within a word, and VV sequences across a
word boundary (VBV). They find that, contrary to previous studies which had claimed that
English always resolves hiatus with an epenthetic glide, in the VBV environment speakers
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insert a glottal stop or glottalization when the following syllable is stressed. That is, they
find that no glide appears when the hiatus spans a word boundary. They do, however, see
glides resolving hiatus word-internally. Additionally, their sample shows that underlying
VGV sequences with lexical glides are longer than hiatus resolved with epenthetic glides.
Therefore, they suggest that there may be acoustic differences in glide realization depending
on whether the segment is underlying.
These findings suggest several considerations for syllable structure in Angaité. First,
they suggest that hiatus resolution strategies, if they occur, are likely sensitive to morpheme
or word boundaries, and they indicate that lexical and derived glides may be realized differ-
ently, which would allow acoustic data to aid in determining whether a glide is underlying.
Davidson and Erker (2014) also indicate that hiatus resolution strategies are sensitive to
suprasegmental prosodic processes like stress assignment, which, in American English, con-
tributes to predicting whether VBV hiatus will be resolved with a glottal stop.
An additional consideration that comes out of the literature is the distribution of
diphthongs and vowel hiatus. Davidson and Erker (2014) note that languages which allow
vowel hiatus often do not include diphthongs. Angaité, which does show evidence of hiatus
(37), is therefore not predicted to use diphthongs, though, as shown by Sánchez Miret (1998),
the VG sequences are prime candidates for diphthongization.
(37) maek
maek
‘hunger’ (20190722, 2, 1)
Vowel hiatus is not preferred in Angaité (it is uncommon), perhaps because hiatus necessarily
creates headless syllables which, as discussed in §3.2, are more marked than syllables with
onsets. However, words like (37), as discussed in §2.5.1, do seem to function like other
bisyllabic words, particularly with respect to pitch, which tends to rise in final syllables.
This behavior suggests that Angaité does allow vowel hiatus rather than resolving CVVC
sequences into a single syllable with a diphthong. If future research finds both diphthongs
and vowel hiatus in Angaité we might appeal to discussions of diachronic processes that
affect diphthongs to help explain their co-occurrence.
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3.5 Vowel-Glide Sequences in Angaité
This analysis of Angaité syllable structure considers a subset of the elicited corpus
containing 624 individual lexical items: 357 from the first seven hours of elicitation and
267 from the last five hours. For this subset, each item was marked for syllable structure
twice; once on an analysis that takes vowel-glide (VG) sequences to be diphthongs and one
that takes VG sequences to be a vowel-consonant sequence (VC). The number of each type
syllable in each token was recorded in a spreadsheet which provided the total number of each
type of syllable on each analysis. I ultimately conclude that VG sequences are best analyzed
as VC sequences rather than as diphthongs based on the fact this analysis produces fewer
irregularities in Angaité’s syllable inventory and consonant distribution.
3.5.1 Option 1: Diphthongs
With the sample corpus syllabified on the analysis that all VG sequences are diph-
thongs, the total number of syllables considered is 2,045. These syllables fall into four types:
CVC, CV, VC, and V. On this analysis, then, the minimal syllable in Angaité is a V, which
can have up to one consonant on either side. The number of syllables in each category on






Table 3.1: Total number of each syllable type with diphthongs
CVC is slightly more common than CV, with VC and V appearing much less frequently.
This pattern is predicted by typological work suggesting that headless syllables are highly
marked. This analysis also indicates that Angaité prefers closed syllables to open ones; VC is
more common than V and CVC more common than CV. This preference for coda consonants
runs contrary to predictions from typological literature, since codas are more marked than
open syllables, though perhaps not substantially so.
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Syllable weight in general may turn out to be more important than whether coda
consonants appear. Angaité also has been argued to make use of a vowel-length contrast
(see Unruh and Kalisch (2003) who discuss vowel length in Enlhet-Enenlhet languages).
It may be that open syllables tend to have long vowels, creating a heavy syllable (CVV).
On this analysis where VG sequences are diphthongs, many open syllables, though not all,
contain a diphthong, which, again, creates a heavy syllable. Perhaps, then, Angaité prefers
heavy syllables, either those with a long vowel, a diphthong, or a coda consonant.
However, treating VG sequences as diphthongs causes two notable irregularities, one
related to syllable structures themselves and one related to consonant distribution. First,
analyzing VG sequences as diphthongs introduces a syllable structure, V, which does not
appear when VG sequences are analyzed as VC sequences (see §3.5.2). Furthermore, the
distribution of the V syllables is highly restricted, appearing only after open syllables whose
nuclei are diphthongs. The other three syllable types—CV, CVC, and VC—do not have
such restrictions. CVC, CV, syllables can be word-initial or word-final. VC syllables do
not appear word-initially, but otherwise appear after open syllables with either diphthong
or monophthong nuclei. These other syllable templates and their restrictions hold when VG
sequences are analyzed as VC sequences, while V syllables appear only when VG sequences
are analyzed as a diphthong.
Furthermore, while glides pattern like all other consonants in onset position, treating
them as diphthong offglides following vowels means that they never appear as codas. Since
all other consonants can be codas, this behavior for glides is not predicted. Treating VG
sequences as diphthongs, then, creates two substantial irregularities: a V-only syllable with
a restricted distribution and a reduced distribution of glides compared to other consonants.
3.5.2 Option 2: Consonantal glides
Alternatively, the sample corpus can be syllabified on the analysis that all VG se-
quences are VC sequences with the glide forming part of the rime with the preceding vowel
or the onset of the next syllable. In this case, the total number of syllables is 2,044. These
fall into three types: CV, CVC, and VC. The total number of each of the three syllable
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Table 3.2: Total number of each syllable type with VC analysis
VC syllables are more infrequent than on the diphthong analysis. The latter observation
fits with the typological literature showing that headless syllables are highly marked. The
fact that CVC syllables are most common when CV is also available is perhaps surprising
from a typological standpoint but consistent with the pattern in §3.5.1. Regardless of how
VG sequences are analyzed, then, Angaité includes a high number of CVC syllables, perhaps
again indicating that heavy syllables are generally preferred.
However, this analysis also creates irregularities in syllable structure and consonant
distribution. First, it introduces a CVCC syllable structure which appears once, (38).
(38) ’a.nayk.mas.ka.ma’
PanajkmaskamaP
‘You/she sing(s)’ (20190719, 1, 42)
Example (38) appears consistently in verb constructions with ‘sing’, making this verb the
only one in this corpus with an irregularly shaped stem. Further morphological parsing of
these forms will hopefully suggest either an explanation based on affixation, or a diachronic
one. If VGs are VC sequences, then glides are the only consonants that create tautosyllabic
consonant clusters. These clusters do obey the SSP, with the glides appearing closest to the
nucleus and the less-sonorous consonant closer to the margin, so they are not typologically
uncommon in this respect, though within the language they are exceptional.
This syllabification also results in some oddiities which can probably be attributed
to quick speech rather than the underlying representation. The corpus includes one example





‘our town’ (20190708, 2, 66, EG)
However, unlike the examples in (38), this word is attested elsewhere in the corpus, where





‘our town’ (20190723, 2, 24, EF)
The underlying form in (40) is consistent with my current analysis of the possessive prefixes
in Angaité, making it preferable to an analysis which includes a consonant cluster and a glide-
initial stem. Taken together, (39) and (40) suggest that some surface consonant clusters can
be attributed to fast speech rather than irregular underlying representations.





‘spring’ (20190722, 1, 9, EG)
Given that EG frequently omits consonants (particularly glides) and, occasionally, syllables,
I suspect that this example is probably also a result of casual speech and does not fully
reflect the underlying form. A more robust morphological analysis will illuminate whether
all unexpected forms result from the rapid pronunciation of underlying morphemes with
predicted shapes. Together with (38) and (40), the total number of irregular forms when
VG sequences are treated as VCs is three, compared to treating VG sequences as diphthongs,
which introduces an additional, predictably-distributed syllable type and an asymmetrical
distribution of glides.
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3.5.3 Evaluation of syllable structure
Based on this corpus, analyzing VG sequences as VC sequences, where the glide is
syllabified either as a coda (followed by another consonant) or an onset (followed by a vowel)
is the better analysis for Angaité. It creates fewer irregularities, with essentially one verb
stem and two other anomalous forms to account for. In general, glides pattern like other
consonants, appearing in onset and coda position at both word-margins and word-internally.
Taking glides to be diphthongs introduces two additional difficulties: V-only syllables with
a highly restricted distribution and glides which pattern differently from other consonants
by never appearing in coda position.
A further point in favor of glides being treated as consonants in all cases comes from
typological work that indicates that languages which allow vowel hiatus do not often include
diphthongs. Both analyses do include instances of vowel hiatus, meaning that analyzing
VG sequences as diphthongs not only creates more inconsistencies within Angaité but also
posits a cross-linguistically unusual pattern. Taking glides as consonants conforms better to
generalizations about how diphthongs and vowel hiatus pattern, making this option more
parsimonious on both language-internal and cross-linguistic parameters.
While this look at syllable structure provides a start to describing the system, it still
leaves open various avenues for future research. First, and perhaps most obviously, this
analysis has assumed that either VG sequences are diphthongs or they are vowel-consonant
sequences. It does not consider the possibility that the language might include both diph-
thongs and VGs as VC sequences. I approached the problem in this way to avoid oppor-
tunistically describing glides as consonantal when they did not create a consonant cluster
and as diphthong-offglides when they did. Further examination, however, may suggest that
in some cases VG sequences act more like a single unit (diphthongs) and in other cases the
glide is more consonant-like.
An additional, and related issue, is whether affixation affects syllable structure. For
example, the odd cluster in (38) may be the result of affixing T/A/M morphology on the
verb stem. Further description of Angaité morphology should clarify this issue by indicating
whether word-internal morphological boundaries can cause irregular consonant clusters—in
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which case we would anticipate finding them in other stems—or whether the ‘sing’ stem is
unique. Further morphological analysis can also clarify whether VG sequences act more like
one unit or two; for example, a VG sequence that falls over a morpheme boundary or can be
separated by another morpheme would present additional evidence for analyzing glides in
these cases to be consonantal and not part of a complex nucleus. A morphological analysis
may also enrich the description of syllable type distribution. For example, Gomes (2013)
argues that VC syllables only appear as prefixes and that CVC syllables always appear word-
finally. Based on the corpus, these particular generalizations do not hold across the board
for Angaité, but a closer look at morphology may indicate that particular syllable structures
are always paired with the same morphological classes.
This analysis also does not posit syllables with complex nuclei that have a CVVC
form. Positing a CVVC structure would eliminate headless syllables entirely from Angaité.
Such an analysis would also perhaps allow a unified treatment of long vowels (which here I
treated as a single V) and vowel hiatus like what surfaces in (37). However, this strategy is
not taken here. First, pitch and length in CVVC sequences appears to function more like
bisyllabic sequences than a single unit. Additionally, stress assignment should treat CVVC’s
as either one syllable or two; determining whether this happens will require examining the
acoustic correlates of stress in word-final CVVC sequences and investigating the possibility
of metrical stress assignment. A CVVC syllable might restrict which vowels can combine in
the nucleus, and in what order, while a two-syllable analysis predicts free combination. In
the current dataset, we see most, though not all, logically possible vowel combinations, (42),




‘We speak’ (20190708, 3, 61)
b. kelvanemaet
kelwanemaet




‘man’ (20190708, 1, 28)
d. sosekhoe’
sosekhoeP
‘morning’ (20190708, 1, 10)
Thus, the data so far, with a near-complete set of possible vowel combinations in CVVC
sequences, which also share suprasegmental features with bisyllabic structures, point to
CVVC strings as better analyzed as two syllables rather than one.
In addition to disambiguating the issues discussed above, this analysis will eventually
benefit from a controlled acoustic study like those done in Hu and Ge (2016), Jaggers (2018),
or Rivera Castillo (2017), which characterize vowels and glides based on duration, intensity,
and articulatory movement. An analysis of this type would help situate Angaité not only
within literature about the typology of phonological systems but would also contribute to
a more robust cross-linguistic description of the phonetic characteristics of these segments,




This section briefly describes what can currently be said about vowels and how this
system articulates with work on related languages. Along with my transcriptions of each
vowel, I performed a brief quantitative analysis of a subset of the corpus. I measured be-
ginning and end pitch; pitch minimum and maximum; intensity, F1, F2, and F3 at the
midpoint; and duration of each vowel in a set of 73 words, resulting in a total number of 430
measured vowels.1 Of these tokens, approximately half were spoken by each consultant (227
from EG and 203 from EF). Words ranged from two to five syllables, with 20 two, three,
and four-syllable words, and 13 five-syllable ones. The vowels in each word were marked in
a text grid in Praat; the start and end points of F2 and F3 determined the start and end
points of each vowel. Vowels were labeled with an IPA symbol (based on perceived vowel
quality) and a number that corresponded to the interval in the text grid (first vowel in a file
was labeled 1, the second, 2, etc.).
4.1 Number of Phonemes
Like other Enlhet-Enenlhet languages, Angaité has three phonemic vowels. These
phonemes have been described in other languages (for example, Sanapaná, by Gomes (2009;
2013), and van Gysel (2017)) as /a, e, o/. Plotting the formants of all the measured tokens
confirms this analysis, showing three clusters, Figure 4.1.
These data are messy—measurements were taken from vowels in every syllable of each
word and were not controlled for the surrounding consonant, which certainly impacts vowel
articulation. Even so, the tokens cluster into three groups which correspond to the three
1Measurements were taken and recorded using a Praat script from Elizabeth Wood designed to measure
vowel formants and duration. I modified this script to include measurements of intensity and pitch.
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Figure 4.1: F1 and F2 values for Angaité vowels
anticipated phonemes. This pattern is even more notable when only the non-low vowels are
examined, as in Figure 4.2, which shows only the vowels that were coded as [e, E, I, i] in
red and [o, u] in blue. This graph shows relatively little overlap between the two categories.
Furthermore, this first pass suggests that a three-phoneme analysis is a good fit for Angaité,
since these tokens do not show notable clusters within the non-low front and non-low back
tokens. While some vowels are higher than others, separate clusters that might indicate a
meaningful category difference do not emerge.
However, a system with no phonemic high vowels is typologically uncommon com-
pared to a three-vowel system with /i, u, a/ or /i, o, a/. If a more typologically common
analysis can be adopted, I would prefer to use it so as not to present Angaité as overly
uncommon compared to other languages with comparably small vowel inventories. A close
examination of the distribution of allophones in Angaité can either convincingly argue for
/e/ and /o/ as the phonemic representation of the non-low vowels or, alternatively, suggest
that /i/ and /u/ can equally well be analyzed as the underlying phonemes.
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Figure 4.2: F1 and F2 of non-low vowels in Angaité
4.2 Non-low Vowel Allophones
Gomes (2009) suggests that the non-low front phoneme /e/ in Sanapaná has three
allophones: [i, e, E]. He proposes that these phones are phonologically-conditioned allophones
of a single phoneme because substituting one for the other, though it does not produce a new
word, results in speaker correction. Similarly, he describes two allophones of the non-low
back phoneme /o/: [o, O]. Gomes does not describe the distribution of these allophones,
nor does he explicitly justify his choice of /e/ and /o/ as the underlying phonemes. He
also describes three long vowels, [e:, o:, a:]; the fact that other allophones do not have long
variants may implicitly underlie the choice of phonemic /e, o/.
When marking vowels for measurement, I transcribed four non-low front allophones:
[e, E, i, I] and two non-low back phones. Unlike what Gomes reports for Sanapaná, I noted
the back vowels to be [o] or [u], not [O]. The back vowels are less frequent in Angaité; perhaps
an [O] allophone would surface in a larger corpus. I also transcribed [I], which Gomes does
not. In fact, this allophone is more frequent than [i] in subset used for vowel analysis, with
21 appearances compared to only 6 of [i]. One potential explanation for this difference is
that front vowels in Angaité are slightly lower or more central than Sanapaná, leading to
more instances of [I] (and [E]) than Gomes finds.
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4.3 Distribution of Allophones
No work on the distribution of vowel allophones has been done for Enhlet-Enenlhet
languages. Impressionistically, /e/ often appears to be lower and more central in what I have
marked as unstressed syllables, appearing as /E/. Higher allophones also tend to appear
adjacent to velar sounds, particularly /k/. Since velar sounds are often characterized as
[+high], systematic correspondences of higher allophones in the presence of /k/ throughout
the corpus may indicate that velar sounds condition vowel raising.
Thorough examination of the distribution of these allophones will also provide a better
justification for the selection of /e/ and /o/ as the basic allophones of the non-low phonemes.
The selection of a basic allophone of the phoneme makes little difference in how the vowel
system works within Angaité: regardless of which is selected, the language has a two non-
low vowels, one front and one back. However, as noted above, a closer examination of the
distribution of these phones and the articulatory targets that underlie them will confirm
whether the underlying representations of the non-low categories are better classified as /i,
u/, /i, o/, or /e, o/, contributing to Angaité’s broader typological contextualization.
4.4 Vowel Length
According to Unruh and Kalisch (2003), Enlhet-Enenlhet languages, with the excep-
tion of Toba-Enenlhet, contrast long and short vowels. As noted above, Gomes (2013) argues
that /e, o, a/ have long variants in Sanapaná. In contrast, van Gysel (2017) prefers not to
analyze vowel length as contrastive due to a lack of minimal pairs contrasting only on the
basis of vowel length.
In the sample of vowels that I measured in Angaité, no significant length differences
appear. Figure 4.3 shows the length of each token, grouped by phoneme. However, these
measurements do not present a complete picture. Vowels from every position in the word
were measured, which may obscure nuanced length differences that depend on position or
stress. Furthermore, within words, some vowels are certainly longer than others, often the
penultimate vowel in the word. For example, take /PaaìaP/, represented in the spectro-
gram in Figure 4.4, with vowels marked in a Praat text grid. The first vowel (a1 ) measures
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Figure 4.3: Length of vowels in Angaité (in ms)
224.867ms, and the length of the second (a2 ) is 73.986ms. These measurements show that
a1 is three times longer than a2. In words that I transcribed with a long vowel, the vowel
that was perceived to be long was usually at least 1.5 (and sometimes up to 4) times longer
than other vowels in the word. This first look at vowel length suggests that, while a com-
pilation of all vowels in a sample does not show significant length distinctions, a controlled
sample accounting for position, speaking speed, and stress, may reveal a distinction. As
noted in Chapter 3, vowel duration may also be related to syllable structure; possible anal-
yses of long vowels are as CV.VC(C) sequences over a syllable boundary or as CVV(C)
syllables with complex nuclei. The third alternative (adopted here) considers long vowels
to be tautosyllabic CV:(C) segments. Whether a length distinction is predictable based on
other factors—stress, position, syllable type—is an additional puzzle that can only be ex-
amined alongside a reliable analysis of word boundaries, morpheme boundaries, and stress
assignment.
4.5 Vowel alternations
Non-low vowels, particularly /o/, sometimes alternate in Angaité. For example, my
dataset includes one variable token, ‘river’, which was pronounced by EF two different ways
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Figure 4.4: Spectrogram for ’aalha’ in Angaité produced by EF
on different days, (43).
(43) a. vatsom
[watsom]
‘river’ (20190722, 1, 5)
b. vatsam
[watsam]
‘river’ (20190710, 1, 8)
Formant listings from the middle of these two vowels (start and end points of the vowels
determined by beginning and end points of F2) indicate substantial differences, presented in





Table 4.1: Mid-point formants for final vowel in ‘river’ as pronounced by EF
is substantially higher than the one transcribed as [a], but F2 values are more inconclusive,
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suggesting, surprisingly, that the [o] vowel is more front than the [a] one. As noted above,
the non-low vowels in general have a more variable pronunciation, which may account for
some of this discrepancy.
The alternation in vatsom exemplify a larger pattern of vowel harmony in the lan-
guage. Alternations in Angaité are not limited to /o/ ∼ /a/; variation is also particularly
notable in sosenhe’, ‘net bag’, which is also alternately pronounced as sesenhe’ by EG. In
both these cases, one of the two pronunciations has identical vowels across the whole word.
Many other examples of words with identical vowels appear in the corpus, though alternating
pronunciations are not common. See Table 4.2 for examples cited elsewhere in this paper.
Angaité English Source
yaapa’ jaapaP ‘money’ (20190723, 1, 59)
’aktaykamaha Paktajkamaha ‘You/she works’ (20190720, 2, 14)
’apna’at PapnaPat ‘your/his face’ (20190722, 2, 50)
makva’ makwaP ‘peanuts’ (20190722, 2, 16)
naata’ naataP ‘bird’ (20190722, 1, 11)
talhnaam taìnaam ‘afternoon’ (20190708, 1, 7)
nepkesek nepkesek ‘sheep’ (20190716, 1, 57)
metke’ metkeP ‘not, none’ (20190822, 1, 14)
yemen jemen ‘water’ (20190708, 2, 97)
metekteng metekteN ‘duck’ (20190708, 1, 72)
pooko’ pookoP ‘hot’ (20190710, 3, 50)
mo’ok moPok ‘other’ (20190708, 3, 35)
Table 4.2: Examples of words with uniform vowels in Angaité
Perhaps unsurprisingly given the other patterns noted here, when vowels within a
word are identical, /a/ is most commonly used, followed by /e/, with /o/ the least frequent.
Though identical vowels do frequently occur, words with this characteristic are by no means
the majority in Angaité. Whether this pattern results from an historical process of partial
vowel harmony, synchronically active harmonization, or simply chance co-occurrence is still
unclear. As is the case with determining the distribution and articulatory targets of the non-
low allophones, this question will be best investigated in elicitation that tests morphological
paradigms for predictable patterns.
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4.6 Creaky voice and vowels
Many vowels in the corpus are creaky voiced. In some cases, this change in phonation
is an effect from an adjacent glottal consonant, as is the case in yephopay’a, ‘cloud’; the
/ajPa/ sequence appears in Figure 4.5. Praat measures the local jitter in the vowel following
the glottal stop to be 0.879%, compared to 0.028% in the preceding vowel. However, the
Figure 4.5: Spectrogram of /ajPa/ in yephopay’a (2019078, 2, 41, EF)
interaction between creaky voice and glottal stop, if any, is not always so clear. A subset
of word-medial vowels—some but not all of the longer ones—appear to be geminate, with
the second segment creaky-voiced. For example, the vowel in the the second syllable of
kemhaava’ ‘puma’ has a local jitter of 1.794%, accompanied by a falling pitch (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Spectrogram of kemhaava (20190708, 1, 46, EF)
More notable than the high level of jitter on the entire vowel, however, is that jitter in the
second portion (from the beginning of the dip in pitch to the end) is 2.841%, and only 0.529%
in the first half. Thus, jitter clearly delineates two distinct portions, one of which is creakier
than the other. In Figure 4.6, the creak is accompanied by a falling pitch, but this is not
always the case. Creak on the final vowel in nepyayaam (Figure 4.7) is accompanied by rising
pitch. The vowel here is less creaky than in Figure 4.6, but the spectrogram nevertheless
Figure 4.7: Spectrogram of nepyayaam (20190708, 2, 27, EF)
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shows two distinct parts of the vowel, the second having lower intensity and higher jitter.
Creak does not always accompany pitch changes. For example, heesevaske’ ‘It loves
me’ shows a pitch rise in the second half of the /e/ in the first syllable (see Figure 4.8), but
jitter is only 1.169%, lower than the jitter on the long vowel in kemhaawa’, ‘puma’. The
Figure 4.8: Spectrogram of first /e/ in heesevaske’ (20190719, 1, 17)
beginning of the pitch rise is associated with a dip in amplitude (yellow line), indicating that
in this case an underlying /P/ may be realized as an intensity decrease and pitch increase
on the vowel. Pitch also often dips and then rises toward the end of longer words, as in
kamelangkoho’ ‘slow(ly)’ (Figure 4.9) and ’apqaqheema’ ‘You/he lives (in)’ (Figure 4.10).
Figure 4.9: Spectrogram of kamelangkoho’ (20190723, 2, 7, EF)
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Figure 4.10: Spectrogram of ’apqaqheema’ (20190723, 2, 25, EG)
However, jitter on the vowels adjacent to this pitch valley is not particularly high (Table 4.3),
indicating that a different process may underlie pitch dips and rises in cases like heesevaske’
and kamelankoho’ or ’apqaqheema’.
Token Pre-pitch dip Post-pitch dip
kamelangkoho’ 1.197% 1.871%
’apqaqheema’ 0.608% 1.257%
Table 4.3: Jitter in vowels surrounding pitch valley in kamelangkoho’ and ’apqaqheema’
One explanatory hypothesis is that Angaité uses tone with a (perhaps) relatively low
functional load and these words have a final high tone. Alternatively, pitch changes may
reflect other prosodic processes. Because this corpus comprises primarily words in isola-
tion, word and utterance-level prosodic phenomena may be conflated. Therefore, whether
the interaction between creak and pitch is better understood as tone, a segmental feature,
or an effect of a prosodic boundary is unclear. Future work might test words in carrier
phrases and compare their suprasegmental features to words in isolation and in natural
discourse. Regardless of the underlying cause(s), vowel creakiness is clearly rule governed:
words pronounced with creak are generally consistently done so. Creak also appears with
both speakers, suggesting that it is not an idiosyncratic feature of a single speaker.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Research
Data for this study are drawn from data elicited from two speakers during my pilot
trip in summer 2019. An eventual robust analysis of Angaité phonology will rely on a larger
group of participants. Additionally, though an external microphone was used to try to limit
background noise by placing the microphone as close to speakers as possible, my recording
setup was imperfect. Substantial background noise and static still appear on my recordings,
and speakers occasionally overlap. Future work will minimize this issue by utilizing individual
head-mounted cardioid microphones during elicitation and individual narration sessions and
only using a microphone with a broader range when recording in less-structured environments
such as public events or large, group meetings. Though the data used here is flawed, they
allow a step toward describing the phonological system of Angaité, which has not been
detailed by other studies.
This paper has been primarily concerned with consonants and their distribution in
Angaité, developing an inventory of 14 consonants in the language, organized into three
possible syllable types, CV, CVC, and VC. The consonant inventory developed for Angaité
in this paper is similar to the one proposed for Sanapaná by van Gysel (2017), with the
addition of the voiceless uvular stop /q/. This similarity is unsurprising given the close
relationship between the two languages, as indicated by Unruh and Kalisch (2003). The
language includes a series of voiceless stops /p, t, k, q, P/, a set of three nasals, /m, n, N/,
two fricatives, /s, h/, a lateral /l/, a lateral fricative /ì/, and two glides, /w, j/.
All consonants can appear in both syllable onset and coda position, and the majority
can appear either word-initially or word-finally. The exceptions to this generalization are
/N/, which does not appear word-initially in these data; /q/ which does not appear word-
finally; and /l/, which, based on borrowing accommodations from Spanish, is prohibited
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word-finally. In Angaité, glides function like other consonants rather than in alternation
with vowels, and they appear in both onset and coda position.
The minimal syllable in Angaité is CV, with CVC and VC options also available. VC
syllables only appear in cases of vowel hiatus, which are relatively rare; headless syllables
do not surface word-initially in this dataset. CV syllables only rarely appear word-finally.
Gomes (2013) frames this pattern as a phonological process, arguing for an epenthetic word-
final /P/ to avoid final open syllables. At this point, my data do not provide evidence that
final /P/ are epenthetic in Angaité, and I analyze them as underlying. However, creak does
seem to be an utterance final phenomenon in Angaité; words which utterance finally, and in
isolation, ended with [P] did not always do so medially. I have selected here the realization
which appears most consistently over all instances of a given token. However, this tendency
toward utterance-final creak means that words which were only elicited in isolation and end
with /P/ may have underlying final open syllables with the [P] attributed to phrase level
prosodic processes. This question is best left to future elicitation using carrier sentences.
Perhaps because open syllables are rarely final, CVC syllables are most frequent, followed by
CV, and then VC. Some minimal irregularities appear with this account of syllable structure;
one form contains a consonant cluster and one a V-only syllable. However, this analysis,
taking glides following vowels as consonantal, is preferable to one which takes VG sequences
to be diphthongs. The diphthong alternative creates both a new syllable type (V) and
complicates the distribution of glides, which would never appear in coda position.
Angaité’s vowel inventory, though not thoroughly examined here, includes, as has
been proposed for other Enlhet-Enenlhet languages, three phonemic vowels, which I take to
be /e, o, a/. Vowels present several fruitful directions for future research. Other Enlhet-
Enenlhet languages have been argued to include a length distinction which did not robustly
surface in these pilot data, though some vowels are clearly longer than others. Whether this
length is predictable (often seeming to appear before an apparently stressed syllable) and
contrastive, is a question that can only be addressed alongside a thorough description of the
acoustic correlates of stress and word and phrase-level processes that affect duration.
This analysis also does not thoroughly consider glottalization and creaky voice and
how they interact with consonants. Glottalization, which appears on some vowels and some
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word-final sonorants, is one possible realization of underlying phonemic glottals, /h, P/.
Pitch changes are also often associated with glottalization on vowels which, again, may be
a surface realization of an underlying consonant. I have not analyzed all glottalization (and
associated pitch rises) as underlying glottal stops here, but it may eventually turn out that
at least some words with creaky voice do have an underlying /P/. As discussed in the section
on vowels, stress and pitch have also not been thoroughly addressed, though these features
also interact both with individual segments and with larger units like words or phrases.
Additional morphological analysis will be extremely helpful in solidifying the analy-
sis of syllable structure and working out which segments are underlying when the current
data are inconclusive. For example, working out the morphemes that appear in verbal con-
structions, and then testing different permutations, should indicate whether creaky voice on
vowels is best understood as an underlying /P/. I predict that /P/ should fully surface as an
onset, so if creaky voice remains even when a vowel is consonant-adjacent, it is likely better
analyzed as a prosodic feature and not the result of an underlying /P/ onset. Morphological
analysis should also help determine whether consonants at word margins are underlying or
epenthetic, and whether segment length is predictable based on word position.
Eventual research will also work from spontaneously produced speech and a corpus
of texts from a wider variety of speakers. This breadth of data will allow a better analysis of
dialect variation and idiosyncratic pronunciations. Naturalistic discourse will be particularly
helpful with morphological analysis which, as discussed above, also strengthens phonological
analysis. Spontaneous discourse is useful for phonological analysis in its own right, as some
suprasegmental features may manifest differently in running speech. Describing continuous
or fast speech and comparing it to elicitation of isolated words or controlled carrier sentences
will also help illustrate phenomena like deletion or coarticulation which are less prominent
in carefully-produced words. The discussion here is a jumping off point for addressing these























‘algarrobo negro’ (Proposis nigra)
‘anaconda’ (Eunectes murinus)
‘Azara’s night monkey’ (Aotus azarae)
“Carandilla palm’ (Trithrinax schizophylla)
‘collared peccary’ (Tayassu tajacu)
‘Dutchman’s pipe’ (Aristolochia genus)
‘great-horned owl’ (Bubo virginianus)




‘kururu pytã’, Corraline frog (Lepodactylus laticepts)
‘maned wolf’ (Chrysocyon brachyurus)
‘manioc’ (Manihot esculenta)
‘palo santo’ (Bursera graveolens)
‘passion flower’ (Passiflora caerulea)
‘poroto del monte’ (Capparis retusa Griseb)
‘puma’ (Puma concolor)
‘rhea’ (Rhea americana)
‘seven-banded armadillo’ (Daypus septemcincus)
‘tagua, Chaco peccary’ (Catagonus wagneri)
‘three-banded armadillo’ (Tolypeutes genus)
‘timbo’ (Albizia inundata)
‘toad’ (Ceratophrys cranwelli)
‘tuca tuca’ (Ctenomys conoveri)
‘wax palm, karanda’y’ (Copernicia alba)
‘wolf-fish’ (Hoplias malabaricus)




C.1 Words elicited from Toba-Enenlhet
The following elicitation prompts were used to elicit words in Angaité that were elicited in
Toba-Enenlhet during my July 2018 pilot trip to Nueva León. Words were prompted in
Guaraní or Spanish, with Toba-Enenlhet only used when speakers (or I) did not know a
word in Guaraní and my consultants did not know the Spanish. Guaraní and Spanish











mañana (morning) pyhareve [sosekeP]
loro pancho [peìpo]






























































































































mar y guasu [alwata]















bebé (masc.) mitã’i [nEmatkakEtkok]
C.2 Intercontinental Dictionary Series: Lengua
The following elicitation prompts were used to elicit words in Angaité based on the Key
and Comrie (2015) list for Lengua (Enlhet?). Words were propmted in Enlhet. If speakers
did not recognize the word, they were additionally prompted with Guaraní or Spanish.
Translations from English to Spanish or Guaraní were done ad hoc during elicitation.
Words in Key and Comrie (2015) are written in practical orthography, which is used here.
This orthography is the same as the Angaité orthography used in this paper except that
<w> represents [w] instead of <v>.
English Enlhet English Enlhet
sand yinkamith mountain, hill inkyilhe
lake ikyakyeng waiam river watsam, elwata
swamp sangye woods, forest nathma
sky netin star apyowa
thunder takha rainbow pimhit
dew yalyi fog tiyametin
ashes tahap embers atith
firewood yantapuk boy wukmaak
girl inkilana etkuk ancestors yehengkyaa
orphan hkuk widow(er) lhintampe
goat yatai bird nata
heron pana bat mepop
rabbit tomahang fish scale impehik
insect askuk ant topoli
beeswax papa grasshopper sowa
bodo yoklhoho blood ema
ear -haikuk eye -aktik
nose -waihik tooth -maak
neck -yispuk arm -ektong
hand -mik foot -minik
knee -tapnik heart wanneya
die/dead kyitsipkyi medicine panakte
bowl hopuku knife sowu
meal ninto grease/fat pithmuk
thread tama necklace momatik
door atong tobacco hena
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palm tree alha gourd kyaiyi
fan alha awa canoe namuk
before, front mamyi
large, big yowea one lhama
two anit three antan lhama
year apyiam sweet atsik
salty yasik hot atehe
name wisaia
stranger pok enlhit spear hewa
C.3 Intercontinental Dictionary Series: Sanapaná
The following elicitation prompts were used to elicit words in Angaité based on the Key
and Comrie (2015) list for Sanapaná. Prompts were given in Sanapaná with additional
prompting in Guaraní or Spanish if speakers did not recognize a word. Translations from
English into Spanish and Guaraní were done ad hoc during elicitation. The IDS list for
Sanapaná is done in the IPA, though I think that <y> represents [j] rather than [y].
English Sanapaná English Sanapaná
bamboo [yaamaamok] sugar cane [yampaPat walay yawhan]
knife [sowow] nail [laawa]
net bag [soNseNheP] swim [neNmaam yeNmen]
walk [neNìeNaam naaìpop] come [neNìeNayaamP]
enter [nentaìnama] afternoon [taìnaamP]
hour, clock [textex] white [pak]
black [akpaasyam] red [akyeìwaseem]
yellow [tap, akyaatektama] good [sas, aktaPmalma]
bad [neNmasom] difficult [yemteìeP]
easy [kamanyeheme] flute [yaamaamok]
guest [maykaPa] god [eNyaapam]
land [amjep] cave [maaìek]
lake [alaPìok] lake [saaNa]
lake [paNkaìwa] river [waPatsam]
spring [jaamelket] stone [apjawPa]
shade [peskeska] air [ajennamaam]
cloud [jephopaj] fog [teejam eeten]
rain (n) [akmaamaj] flame [alajwoom]
burn (vtr) [neNwatnama] charcoal [aateì]
boy [jooNes] husband [entaawaP]
mother [aNken] son, daughter [eNketka]
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offspring [entawaan] older sister/brother [eNjaaìoP]
youner sister, brother [eNjaaìeN] old man [kelaphopa]
grandfather [eNjaataP] grandmother [eNjaamaP]
pasture [waetke ìaNkok] cow [waetke]
pig [paawa] goose [jaamtataPa]
owl [sawaaja] cat [keìkaaìek]
mouse, rat [wesetse] mouse, rat [pomoPo]
lion [neptaana] deer [lanaep]
insect [askok] louse [peetem]
centipede [seNjawan] spider [sewaalak]
ant [haapoN] spider [melanma]
wasp [mahaP] wasp [kenaawet]
fly (n) [yaapa] fly (n) [semsek]
mosquito [paaja] worm [melPaok]
snake [nemesma] butterfly [seleklek]
snail [akpoN] frog [semheP]
lizard [peehe] lizard [pooma]
lizard [jaatepooma] turtle [jaatanaPtaP]
hair [eNwaP] horn [aNkeepeetek]
tail [ajpakjek] back [eNkapok]
head [empaPtek] face [neNaaPat]
eyebrow [entekwahan] tongue [aNaìkok]
elbow [empeNkeptek] finger [eNpehek]
claw [apheok] feather [aawaP]
udder [neme] hunger [maek]
pot [wajka] plate, bowl, dish [poko]
fork [eNepheok] sausage [ajeNmenek]
meat [aapetek] bean [kelajke]
fruit [akjeìna] nut [makwa]
chili pepper [naatekhet] butter [peìmok]
fermented drink [anmen] egg [appok]
clothes [apaawa] wool [nepkeeseP pwaP]
fur [ajempehek] needle [ketaamaP]
thread [taamaP] weave [neNootma]
skirt [neNjapmaam] shoe [tejajpehek]
hat [aaìaPwaP] tattoo [nentaaìamaawoP]
house [teNma] house [neNma]
hut [haameì] floor [naaìpop]
wall [teNma pwahak] chair [nentahaneem]
roof [teNma neeten] post, pole [meemoN]
garden [amjep] spade [menmeP]
hoe [aìpehek] rake [eNepheok]
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plant [mojanma] plant root [awhak]
root [ajkepmenek] branch [aìkapok]
leaf [aawaP] flower [eìnamok]
tree stump [momphejeP] sap [anjeP]
palm tree [paPaN] citrus [sooljaatektama]
fish poison [seNwaj] mushroom [hapenenjeP]
rope, cord [taamaP] rope, cord [aaìaataPaok]
knot [asomnek] [saw] (n) [ajpakjek]
clay [hajmakok] fan [neNmakhemmaìkaP]
thing [aPsok] money [sooljaPjem]
wages [nenìoj] wages [neNmaam]
behind [taap] slow [nentaPmelseejkamPol]
end [neeìaP] soon [keìwooP]
night [aìtaPa] year, summer [mokhetma]
sweet [akmaases] salty, bitter, sour [akmaska ]
sharp [was] hot [koh]
beautiful, good [sas] bad [neNmasom]
difficult [jemteìeP] guest [majkaPa]
host [neNaokìaP] bow [peìpaaPaì]
arrow [jaPaNka]
C.4 Chaco-specific flora and fauna
The following words from a list of Chaco-specific flora and fauna which I created during my
pilot trip in summer 2018 were used to elicit responses in Angaité. The words were
prompted with the Guaraní name of the animal, followed by a description or picture (if
available) if speakers did not recognize the animal’s name in Guaraní. Where known, this
reference list includes the term in Spanish.
Guaraní Spanish Guaraní Spanish
capybara carpincho tucatuca
puma jaguané zorrillo
mboreví tapir taguá chancho quimilero/pecarí del Chaco
aguará guazu zorro crinudo aguara’i zorro gris/zorro de monte
tañicati pecarí labiado guazu vira venado gris
guazy pytã venado rojo karayá mono aullador
ka’i pyhare mono de la noche jakaré hũ
ñeromi teyu pytã
jarará kururú chini escuezo chaqueño
kururú pytã ynambú
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yabiru tuyuyú cuartelero charata
ñacurutú buho urundey
palo santo karaguatá
mburucujá (passion flower) karandá
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